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Dale rs fall to U Conn
by Susan Kadciabeck 
The UMO women's cross country team
will µlay host to Bo"rdoin College this
Saturday, after suffering a 24-.32 lo
ss
against the University of Conn�Ucut last
Thursday. 
Last Thursday the women traveled to
Connecticut to meet on their rival's 5000
merer course !this is the women's
championship distance, equal to J.2 miles)
and in the process set a course record 
Running on a grassy course with a good
variety of tertain. Juan Westphal of UMO
was the first runner from eitht:1 team in,
with the fastest time ever set on the
coun;e-·19:\ 1.0S. 
._,,_,,_,_,,_,,...,..,_,,_,_,_,_,_,,_,�I 4 STRINGS for Sl .00 I
Buy your coupons in the I 
I Memorial Union Gameroom 
, 
NU/cracker Suire 011 rite soccer field? Not qlUte, but a UMO arzd a BU player display 
some grace as tltev vie for a header during actiorz Sa1urday. lrz a tough game, BU dawned 
the Black Bears.· J-0 [pho10 by Phil Lambert]. 
' or contact: I I __ , ,_,_.,_ Ken Fournier 7421 I
.-,,_,,_,,_,,_, __ ,_,_,,_,_,,_,,_,_. Tennis team defeated 
by Da!e McGarrigle 
The men's tennis team will play the 
University of New Hampshire Thursday at 
! :30 here, after suffering their first setbact
to the Uni,·crsity of Vermont, 7-2.
There were some bright spots in 
Sa1urday's match, however. 
Captain Jim Levesque was a major factor 
in the two wins. He won his match over 
Andy Deery of Vermon, 6-3. 6-3. 
Le\'esque teamed up with Rob Mamer to 
win a doubles match over Frank Babbon 
and Peter Follett of Vermont 7-5, J-6, 6-1. 
Soccer squad suffers 
first loss 3-0 
The UMO socn,r team will play Bo--·doin 
here tomorrow at 3 µm, after a tough loss to 
Boston Universil)' Saturday 3;0, 
BU broke the scoreless 1ie at the end of 
the first half after intense pressure in the 
Maine zone. The Black Bears had several 
good chann:s before that, most no1ably 
when Kurt Hall sent a shot just wide of the 
net and again when Tom Piffath ,..as 
stopµed by the BU netminder after a nice 
carry and µass from Dave Ractowski. . 
The Terriers scored two more goals !n 
the s�ond half. Maine's best chann: came 
when the tough BU defense momentarily 
brote down in fronl of the net, resulting in 
1 pileup around the ball. But 1he BU goalie 
managed to hold on to the hall. 
The team's record is now even ll 1-\. 
Rugby club routs 
Plymouth State 
The UMO rugby club demolished 
Plymouth Slate of Massachusetls 43-4 
Saturday afternoon, 
Plymouth State. a first-ynr team, 
played well for the fin;\ half, with the score 
at halftime UMO 15 Plymouth State 4, In 
the second half, Maine blew the ga.me wide' 
open, scoring 2S while shu1ting out theit 
opponents, 
Coach Bob McDonald subs1itmed freely, 
puttin(! in many rookies and one fifteen­
year veteran, himself. •football
[con1 nved from paae 7] 
"We',·e got to get back to work and start 
playing well again," Bicknell said. He 
singled out Bill Leroy, Gr1nt and John 
Marquis u having good gamu 1g1inst the 
Boston Club. 
Maine takes on the University of 
Massachusetts at home Saturday u part of 
the Parent's Weetend festivities. The 
Beats lost to UMus la.st year, 28-0. 
A lot of students ore registering for Army 
ROTC. Theill be exper1enc1ng some new 
ond different challenges The thrill of 
walking on walls os you rappel off o f1fly­
toot tower 1s Just one 
All of the exciting 1roining comes with a 
free trial oHer. The "free" rrieans that 1f 
they decide lo leave Army ROTC during 
their firs! two years. they con w1fh no 
military obligot1on Thol's how sure we ore 
they'll wonf to stay 1n 
581-7112
@Army ROTC. 
Learn whol 11 tokes lo lead 
See Us Today! We Are In The Memorial Gym 
• 
Weekend ■ 
a1ne 
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Official calls 
reason 'hogwash' Wf/.,,COMf
? fl (<,f ,,rr s � by John Donnelly 
An HEW official said Thursday it's
"hog"•ash 
.
. that federal guidelines pro­
hibi1 a UMO s1udent from Taking care of 
her own animals required for a course. 
Michele Earltinez, a 23,year-old Zen 
1Juddhis1. majorin,: in animal medical 
technolog}·, is requir<"d to take a cour,;e, 
laboratory animal care, that she sa}'S 
"needless!}' sacrifices· labora1or1· ani• 
mals. violating h..-r religious prindl)les. 
The Unh·ersity, in a March 9 letter ro 
Earltine,. listed i1s r,,,·o major reasons for 
dcnyini. her request to kcep her laboratory 
animals alh·e: a pre,·edcn, would he set if 
Earltinez was giwn preferential treatment, 
and ii would violate HEW guideline.,. 
Howc,·cr, Ot. KoI Kinard, the HEW 
official. said no federal regulations "'ould 
1,e violated. "As long as the animal is 
healthy. we ha,·e no objections to her 
(Earhincz) taking care of the amimals, 
bringing in her c"·n, or paying for them." 
said Kinard, animal welfare offic.-r of the 
Office for Pro1ection from Research Rish. 
which is a di,·ision of 1he D�partment of 
Heal1h. Education and Welfare, 
Earltin,., will file suit against the 
Universi1y if she caMnot keep alive her own 
animals for 1he course. said Jud Estv-Ken­
dall,Student Legal Ser,,ices staff m�mber, 
SLS defends 
ex-president 
• 
ID law suit 
by Mike Gordon 
Michael McGo,·ern. UMO studcn1 
go,·crnm<'nt prcsidem for l Q77-78. is 
b..-ing sued for S25,000 by Uptown 
Productions. a concerl hooking agen­
cy based in Portland. The suit was 
filed m·er alleged contract violations 
by the UMO conc<'rt commit!ee in its 
failure to prescnl the Poussene­
Dart/ Jonathan Edwards concert 
Sept. 15. 1977. 
Judson Esty·Kendall, McGovern's 
law .. cr, and a siaff member at 
Student Legat Ser\'ices. said thal 
Tom Aiken. head of Up!own Produc­
lions. originally planned to sue the 
U,1.-10 s1Uden1 scnaie. !he concert 
commincc and McGovern. 8e<'ausc 
1he former two are unincorpora,ed 
otganizarions. however, the J\lit 
against them was dropped. 
,\]though reluctant to go inco 
de1ai1. Es,y,Kendall was optimistic 
abouT the case. 
"We ha-·e a good arguement,"' he 
said, adding lhat he planned 10 ask 
foe a motion to dismisJ. 
"There are a 101 of conmcting 
issun in this case," Esly-Kcndall 
e,plained. "The question of "'ho 
first conlat:!ed who about doing the 
concert, for example.'' 
McGovun. no .... - 1""·n manager of 
Caµe Eli,abclh, echoed Esty-Ken• 
dall's feelings. "I lhink we have a 
good defense," he said. "We 
believe Aiken "·ent beyond wha1 he 
!continued lo p•11,e 91
who is rcpresenring Earltinez along with 
SLS paralegal Jonathan Smith. 
Earhinez, who has been re.searching her 
case since last Oc1ober. offered several 
alterMtives, including those mentioned by 
Kinard, to John H. Wolford, chairman of 
Animal and Vctcrinal')· Sciences, but 
Wolford rejected them. 
u. vY1P\\Nt
The lcner to Earltioez was written b,· 
James M. Clark. vice prcsidenl of S1udeo·1 
Affairs. Clark's letter stated the reasons 
Wolford gave for the denial in the case. 
"J offered them as many alterna1i,·es as I 
could think of. J haven't offered him 
1Wolford) anything that "'ould upset the 
"'hole S}'Stcm.''Earltinez said in an in,er­
vicw last "·eek. 
Kinard also lalked about Wolford'• 
reasons. "I never have exactly understood 
,,,hat Wolford was gelling a1 by saying it 
violated HEW policies. h seems to me that 
Dr. Wolford had made this decision for 
purely his o"·n personal reasons, and he 
tried to blame it on us. 
"Of course, I wrote back saying it's 
hogwash and doesn·, violate our regula­
tions. They shouldn't come out saying 
sornc,hing like 1hat, "he said, 
When asked about !he case, Clark said. 
"No comment."' Wolford could not be 
reached for comm�nt Thursday. 
Kinard's letter. ,,,hich "·as wrincn on 
Feb. 22, came in reµly to a SLS iMquit)· on 
• -HJ;;W regulations. The lcner stated, "We
have reviewed the situa1ion of Ms.
Earltinez as deseribed in your (SLS) letter
of February 9. and we find that the officers
of the Uni,·ersity seem to misunderstand
Department of Health, F..ducation and
Welfare policy on the use of animals .... I
don't see how any of these principles would
be violaled by gi,·ing Ms. Earltinez a
normal animal.
"But the main problem seems to be
contamination. We do c,pect institutions
ttteiving grants from IIEW to dispose of
all infectious matter in a safe manner. but
we have no wrinen µolicy or regulations
which "ould prohibit giving a student an
an\nul which is no! kno"·n to ha>'e been
[continued lo page 10] 
PICS director to be replaced 
by Dan Warren 
In an effort 1o get "more national coverage, more TV coverage 
and better management" in its public relaiions program, UMO is 
rcp!a_cing it .s publie information director and is terminating the 
po,1!10n of photographer. a uni,·ersity official said ThursdRy. 
Director of Development Alan Stone said UMO will replatt 
13-year public informa1ion director Leonard N. Harlow with ''a
better manager, :,;omeone who can get publka1ions 0111 on time"
and will fire 11-ycar UMO photographer Jack Walas, Walu's
position will be terminated March 19. 1979, to give Public
ln�ormation Central Servin:s S]2,000 to spend elsewhere, Stone 
said. 
Walas said he will file a labor grievance against UMO 
"sometime" in the future. He would not comment further. 
Harlow said he had been given "no specific reason" for his 
demotion. He "'ill remain as d!her an associa,e director of PICS or 
head of the news bureau, he said. 
f>resident Howard R. Neville refuses to elaborate on a Bangor
Daily News story in which he said: "We're going to have some 
minor reorganization. We're going to hring in a specialist in 
uni,·er�ity relations. We're looking for somebod)· broader 1han 
Len, There's a lot going on at IJ1\.10 1ha! "·e're not getting out to 
you people in the media." 
Stone added: "Len's a very capable pcrson ... in 1he news field. 
BUI we "·anted someone better in management. We want more 
stare .... ·ide ciposure. We're covered well by newspapers locally 
(Bangor and Old Town), but ,.-e want tu reach other parts of the 
St�IC, •• 
Stone recently resigned to lake the presidency of Aurora College 
Jn lllinnis. Lasl ¥Car. he was put in charge of PICS and 01her areas 
of µublic and private fund-raising. 
Harlow, S2. came to UMO af1er 5pcnding 18 year,; at th,. Bangor 
Daily News, the lut five }'ears u an editor. Walu. 43, ume 10 
UMO from Kent Stale, Ohio. where he had sen·ed IQ years in a 
similar university photographic position. Walas leaches a 
photujournalism class and has won several awards for his work. 
Last fall. he put on an e,hibit that showed UMO in pictures from 
]%7-77. 
"I've been given no reason for (being dismissed),"he said. 
'"I'm going to be out of a job March 19, my daughter's birthday.
.. A university is supposed to be a leader in the slate. We're 
seeing a rebirth in vi.sual a"·areneu in this country, Loot and Life 
magazines are back. I feel bad, because UMO is regrusing In the 
photography field, I think my wort hu had historical significance. 
rcc11rding c,·en1s. ·· 
[continued lo page 131 
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Lomiown
Friday, September 22
4 p.m. Wornen's field hockey vs. UVM,
Lengyel Field.
p.m. Reception and buffet supper with BCC
faculty and staff, BCC Student Union.
8 p.m. "Mark Twain Sketches." Boston
Chamber Repertory Theatre, Hauck Auditor-
i Urn .
8:30 p.m. Dance department performance,
Memorial Gym.
Saturday, September 23
8 to 9 a.m. Jogging on the bike trail, ice skating
at the arena or swimming at the pool.
8:30 to noon. Tour open buildings.
9 to 10:30 a.m. Continental breakfast, meet
with President Neville, cleans, faculty and
administratirs, visit special booths, Field
House. Memorial Gym.
9 to 1 p.m. Student Organizational Fair on the
Mall.
11 a.m. Parents and Friends Metting.
Highlanders, Hauck Auditorium. Men's tennis
vs. New Hampshire, tennis courts. Women's
and Men's cross country vs. Bowdoin, track.
Moan to 1:30 p.m. Football vs. UMass, football
field. Garden tour, Ornamental Gardens,
Rangely Road. Solar Energy exhibit, 495
College Ave. Anthropology Museum, 3rd floor,
South Stevens Hall.
2 and 2:45 p.m. Planetarium shows, Wingate
Hall. (Also at 7, 7:45, 8:30 and 9:15 p.m.)
4:30 to 6 p.m. Beanhole bean supper, Field
House, Memorize Gym.
7 and 9:30 p.m. Movie "Cabaret," Hauck
Auditorium.
8 p.m. Northeastern Navy Show Band & 20th
Century Ensemble. Memorial Gym.
Sunday, September 24
7 to 8 a.m. Jogging, ice skating and swimming.
7:30 to 9:15 a.m. Breakfast with your
sons/daughters, dining halls.
10 a.m. Protestant Worship Service,
Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union.
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Art exhibit, Carnegie Hail.
Garden tour, Ornamental Gardens, Rangely
Road. Solar Energy exhibit. 495 College Ave.
10:30 to 11:30 a.m. Ice skating, Mond Arena.
Noon to 1:30 p.m. Shore dinner, entertainment
by UMO string quartet, Field House, Memorial
Gym.
6:30 p.m Worship/Dialogue, MCA Center,
College Avenue
Alumni may push UMO name change
Concerned over 'prestige loss'
by Natalie Slefinger
Concern over a possible loss of prestige
by the University of Maine at Orono has
prompted the Alumni Association of UMO
to consider asking the Board of Trustees to
change the name to simply the University
of Maine.
"It would restore to Orono its rightful
prestige. This school is more of a university
and by adding "at Orono" to its name, it
might have lost some prestige," Les
Nadeau. director of the Alumni Association
said.
When founded, this campus was known
simply as the University of Maine. In 1968,
however, with the creation of the Super U
system, the name was changed to
University of Maine at Orono.
Over the years since that change, alumni
have expressed dissatisfaction to the
Alumni Association with "occasional notes
and phone calls." Nadeau said. Last
spring, an ad hoc committee was formed to
study the feasibility and desirability of a
name change. The committee was spurred
by the drive to change the name of the
University of Maine at Portland-Gorham to
the University of Southern Maine.
"The alumni identify with UMaine, not
UMO." Dana Devoe, chairman of the
committee, said. "The alumni almost
universally like the idea."
Devoe added that a name change would
also aid the University in getting more
alumni support and federal funding.
"When we go to Washington asking for
money. UMaine sounds better." he said.
UMO offers more programs and the best
facilities, and, by changing the name, the
prestige would grow. Devoe said. He said
the donations to the University would grow
ihcVoloti
Delivered To Your Dorm Room.
MON.-SAT.
$4.30/wk.
OCT.2-DEC.15th
SUNDAYS ONLY
$3.60
OCT.lst-DEC.10th
CONTACT:
TOM KEVORKIAN
307 ANDRO. HALL
581-7548
along with the increased prestige. Scholar-
ships and the Second Century Fund are the
association's main concern.
Francis Brown, chairman of the Board of
Trustees, does not support the drive.
"Under the current law." Brown said,
"UMO cannot be known as UMaine. If you
read the state laws that created the system,
UMaine is the entire system. Naming one
campus UMaine would cause confusion."
The legality of a name change is now
under consideration at the state attorney
general's office in Augusta. A ruling has
not been handed down by that office or by
the University council in Portland.
Even if the move was declared legal,
Brown said he would be against the
change. "I fully appreciate and understand
the arguments.•' he said. "However, as
chairman of the board. I have a responsibil-
ity to the system. Taking away the name
takes something from the system."
"It's more important we stick together.
We fought hard to establish a unified
system. and we need the benefits of the
system, the planninc and coordination. It's
helped the smaller campuses, and I don't
think it's pulled Orono down," Brown said.
Brown said he doubted that Maine could
afford a separate system. "This system is
the only viable way for Maine to operate a
system of higher education. If the
campuses left the system, political in-
fluence would determine happenings. I'd
be afraid that Portland might out-muscle
Orono in the battle for funding."
Brown added that the alumni support
has increased 63 percent since 1973, so the
name doesn't seem to bother alumni
donations.
The Alumni Association has not set a
date to present the proposal to the
Trustees. More alumni contacts must be
made to build a more solid case. Devoe
said. "Our job is to present the case, then
they decide."
Less space, more studying
leads to crowded library
Overcrowded dormitories and increased
studyinc have caused overcrowdinr in
Focler Library. says James C. MacCamp-
bell, director of libraries.
"The first Sunday we were open, we had
more than a thousand people come in in the
first half hour,' said MacCampbell. And
the crowdinc has continued, he said.
"Students are usinc the library for study
partly because rooms are crowded. A
common complaint of students is noise in
the dorms, so much that they can't study
there,' he said.
r
e IV,
ftIN 0111 11P.
Antiquarian
Books??
[are) used, old.
rare, scarce.
or out-at:print
We have them in all fields—
reasonably priced. We also
specialize in finding out-of-print
books and ordering new ones
open Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30 Fri 'til 8
H. 0. DENDURENT BOOKS
Used — Rare — Out-qt.-Print
79 Central Street,
Bangor
(207) 947-4187
"Theoretically. it would be more com-
fortable to study in the dorms. You could
dress as you wished."MacCampbell said.
"Students have the responsibility for
seem'- that their livinc space is also
comfortable for studyinc." he added.
Many students come into the library just
to study, not to use research and reference
facilities, he said.
MacCampbell said students are studyinc
more than in years past. "You can tell
people are serious by the way they react to
noise in the library—sicns of tension like
looking up when people talk. The library is
more quiet than it ever has been."
"Faculty are expectinc more.' he added.
"We're clad the librar is busy, but it
bothers me that people are forced to work
here." MacCampbell said. "It's cood if it's
for the richt reasons. It's too bad that a
person has to be thrown out of his room."
The library is open 110 hours a week,
which is "more than any library I know
of," MacCampbell said. The library will be
open one hour earlier on Sundays, at noon.
in an attempt to provide more study time.
he added.
"We'll keep movinc that time back if we
see a really serious need."
Seatinr capacity is about 1500, but
additional tables for the unfinished third
floor are beinc soucht.
"Every nook and cranny will have a
place to study," MacCampbell said.
Student position available:
Snack bar/pub manager
At the B.C.C. Student Union
Manager is responsible for scheduling student
employees, providing instruction in proper food
handling techniques, maintaining an accurate
inventory of equipment and supplies and
preparing supply orders.
Should have managerial experience in a small
business and food service.
Contact: Richard C. Little
B.(:.C. Director of Residential Life
Student Union Building
Bangor Community College
Bangor, Maine 04401
Tel: I207) 947-6196
r--
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Fun and frolic
on the agenda
The Student Organizational Fair
will offer a variety of activities,
including bluegrass and bagpipe
music, a cow milking contest and a
parachuting exhibition. The fair will
be held this Saturday on the mall
from 9 a.m. until the start of the
football game.
Over 80 campus organizations
plan to participate in this year's
organizational fair, said William T.
Lucy. associate dean of Student
Activities and Organizations.
Tonney Boan, a UMO student, will
parachute onto the mall at about
10:20. Boan is a veteran of 350
jumps.
Several annual events are also
scheduled. Alpha Gamma Rho will
sponsor a cow milking contest,
featuring campus professors and
officials. The UMO Marching Band
will provide a mini-concert on the
library steps. starting at 11. Blue-
grass music by the Kennebec Valley
Boys will be provided in 45-minute
blocks between 9:30 and 12:30.
Activities also include karate,
fencing and skateboard demonstra-
tions. The woodsman's team will
demonstrate axe throwing and other
woodsman skills, and a cider press
will operate.
Corrections
It was incorrectly reported in last
Friday's Maine Campus that the Counsel-
ing Center had moved its offices from
Fernald Hall to the Cutler Health Center.
The Counseling Center now has a branch in
the Health Center but its main office is still
located in Fernald.
Also, a story on senatorial registration in
Tuesday's paper inadvertently stated that
student government sets a quota on the
number of senators in the senate. There is
no quota. according to Vice President Sue
Leonard, there are 55 members—not 44 as
reported in the article.
Student use of Counseling Center up
by Mark Lehr
The door at the main office of the
Counseling Center opens as easily as any
other door on campus.
Yet "It's hard for some students to enter
because of the idea of 'therapy' still has
connotations of 'sickness,' " said Dr. Alan
Butler, who has been counseling at the
center for 10 years. However, he said,
there is new a greater acceptance of
therapy as a means for overcoming
personal problems.
"Coming in is a sign of strength, not
weakness. It expresses a willingness to
confront one's confusion," Butler said.
The number of students coming in for
counseling has been increasing over the
years. According to the Counseling Center
Annual Reoprt for 1977-78, total students
seen individually increased from 992
during 1976-77 to 1,392 in 1977-78, an
increase of 40 percent.
Dr. Charles Grant, director of the
Counseling Center since it's start, in 1969,
said, "Last year the demand for service
was not adequately met. We were hurting
in the direct service area. We were not
seeing people as quickly or as often as we
would have liked." The center offers free
service to all UMO and Bangor Community
College students, and it also treats faculty
in crisis situations.
To meet this demand. the Counseling
Center this year received a budget
allowance which will permit a staff
increase. Grant said that 96 percent of the
budget, $185,469, will be used to pay staff
salaries. There arc two full time counseling
aoracracr=aorM
THE FOOTBALL MUM
CORSAGE IS BACK
M.A. Clark Florist in
cooperation with:
Delta Zeta Sorority
presents the traditional
"Mum for Mom"
Sat., Sept. 23rd
For Your Favorite Lady
lacr==="40r=U
-WMEB 
Job openings for:
Publicity Dir.
Ass. Public Affairs Dir.
Minimal Salary 1 cr.R.T.U.
Great Opportunity for
Radio-Television Management
SEPTEMBER r
Small Appliance ak
Coffee Makers
Hair Stylers
Toasters
Electric Can Openers
Electric Irons
Electric Fry Pans
Electric Hand Food Mixers
Electric Blenders
TOO IIIPITS SO OM it airs
positions and a paid internship to be filled.
"Eventually, and hopefully soon," said
Grant, "we will have a 10-man staff."
Seventeen years ago, the Testing and
Counseling Center--forefather of both the
Mental Health Service (1962-69) and its
evolution into the current Counseling
Center--received a visit once a week from a
local Bangor psychiatrist.
Dr. Clyde Folsom said, "Many students
are struggling with values, with what kind
of person he or she is going to become.
There occurs a shift in the value dimension
from home to campus, creating, for some
students, confusion concerning their pro-
per identities."
Demographic data concerning 'individ-
ual clients' in the annual report said that
about 60 percent of the students using the
service are freshman and sophomores, and
60 percent are also female. Upperclassmen
compose about 30 percent of the client total
and graduate students the remainder.
The report, also categorizing the
"focus" of personal interviews, said the
OX0.74t,
most common student problems are
"relational," "depression" and "anxiety.
confusion."
"Whether married or not, the concerns
of couples are increasing. The issues
confronting individual couples of course,
varies, but a commonly recurrent theme
centers around problems of communica-
tion," Folsom said.
Other categories of the reoprt include
"education-vocation," "sex-pregnancy."
"developmental," and "alcohol-drugs."
As a proportion of the total interview foci,
the "alcohol-drugs" category composes
the smallest percentile, less than 10
percent. But the report also shows,
measured in terms of interview hours, that
this area of concern increased from 1967-77
to 1977-78 by 110 percent, an increase over
all other categories.
Though of a differenct nature, the use of
'medicinal drugs' are sometimes sug-
gested by the counselors to combat muscle
tension, insomnia, nervousness and de-
Icondnued to page 10)
welsr.) 
CASINO WEEKEND
Sporsored By The Bangor Jaycees
Arrtgc BANGOR AUDITORIUM
Friday, Sept. 22-8 p.m.-1 a . m.
Saturday, Sept. 23-8 p.m.-Midnight
1.4k 5 MAS CAWS OF
••• PBolhakeceekr1 s of W   Fortune
CHANCE
• Craps
• Over Under Dice
• Chuck-A-Luck
101R F45011111) I IQI II) RI IlltsH%11 \ Is
,
yaw
111115
r•zGravr,
RI% ERBOAT Al (110).
R Qi
Proceeds To Benefit Jaycee Charities
TiCKETS OS AT 1.41 CYD0Ft
Contact any Bongo. Jaycee or col 1•11-Y97? tor aurIner intormehon
OUST SIPS TEAMS OF AGE —Sure Lquof I 0 a Ctoc•ed at0,p Emor
kKI & I %MI I (
• •
0
000
• 0
000
•
•
 CAra•TI
MURPHY'S
. STEAK HOUSE
797 Wilson St.
Brewer
989-1474
HIRING:
Waiters
Cocktail Waitresses
Hostesses
Kitchen Help
Part-time and Full-time
Positions Available
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
APPLY ANY DAY AFTER
12:00 NOON
OR CALL FOR APPT.
•••=ee=oe.-41.
_ •••• .411. ____ _
-ale
4111, 421, ••• • ••• ••• •••
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Striking comparison
The strike by faculty of Maine's Southern
Vocational Technical Institute is a good
indication of what would happen if university
faculty were dependent upon the governor for
wage increases.
The state VTIs and the UMaine system both
fall under the public spotlight of higher
education in Maine.
Consequently, both operate on public funds.
granted through the state legislature with the
approval of the governor.
But for the purposes of collective bargaining,
that's where the similarity ends.
Under the existing structure, the bargaining
process is such that VTIs must negotiate through
an office run by the governor, who, as we all
know, is not the greatest fan of teachers.
The governor's direct trifluence has'
successfully blocked any agreement awarding
faculty a much-needed pay raise. In fact, the
state has offered to settle on the outrageous
figure of a 5.8 percent increase.
Considering that most faculty have not had a
raise in four years and that a fact-finding report
recommended an average increase of 10 percent,
that's quite a slap in the face.
It's no wonder the 83 SMVTI members voted
to strike, ignoring a law that denies public
employees the ultimate bargaining weapon.
And although Gov. James B. Longley would
have you believe otherwise, their extreme action
is justified by the stagnant economic conditions
they've been working under and the lack of
cooperation in their search for equitable wages.
Longley's reaction to the strike, as could have
been expected, was politically brutal.
Aimed at the average citizen, Longley decried
the disparity between wages of a VTI instructor
and the typical working man, a totally irrelevant
connection.
"Most citizens of Maine, who obey the law
and who pay their salaries, are earning far less
money and do not have the holidays and vacation
time of those teachers breaking the law
today ."he said.
If the salary of the typical working man is to be
a yard stick for public employee wages, then
our governor, the highest paid public servant in
the state, has some fast talking to do.
The fate of the striking faculty is unknown.
The likelihood of an injunction filed by the state
to force them back to work will increase each day
as the hope of settlement disolves.
Imprisoned faculty paying daily fines for
contempt would be a shining monument to
Longley's term.
But while negotiations for state VTIs appear to
be at their nadir, UMaine faculty have yet to
state their demands to University officials.
Fortunately for the entire University
community, that bargaining process should run a
little more smoothly than at the VT! level.
First, there will be no governor to deal with, at
least directly. Negotiations will take place among
University personnel to the exclusion of state
interference.
There is no office of state employee relations
to inject the governor's divisive influence as is
the case with the VTIs.
Of course, in the final analysis, the governor
must stamp his OK on any legislative-backed
budget before it's enacted. But without the
power of an item veto, the chances for blockage
would be slim.
UMaine faculty are hoping to reach an
agreement with the University early next year in
time to go before the Legislature.
The faculty union, AFUM, should be
presenting its case to the University in a few
weeks, which limits the amount of time they can
spend at the bargaining table to just a few
months (if they want immediate legislative
attention).
Given the lengthy negotiations between the
University and the Teamster represented
campus police, it appears unlikely that the
faculty will get their wish.
But their position is a far sight better than
their VTI counterparts, who ostensibly are
responsible to the State Board of Education, but
actually have the governor to deal with.
Hopefully, when faculty representatives meet
with the University at the bargaining table, a
mutually satisfactory agreement will be reached
before the Legislature meets.
But even if the talks stall, the possibility of a
strike—a la SMVTI—is slim.
Traces of a new, flexible policy by the
University, as seen in the recent 6 percent
across-the-board faculty increase (discarding an
unpopular merit system), show there's reason
for optimism.
But keeping everything under one roof, in this
instance academia, is important in maintaining a
sensitivity not evident in the SMVTI case.
And while University officials won't bring a
picnic lunch to the bargaining table, they won't
throw storm clouds in the shape of picket signs
over it either.
A worthwhile investment
Many parents, no doubt, have been told by
disillusioned offspring of the harsh living
conditions students are forced to bear as they go
through college seeking the sacred sheepskin.
But parents, take heart, the Maine Campus
would like to welcome you with a short view of
reality, as we see it, concerning your son or
daughter's education at UMO.
As far as schools in Maine go, UMO probably
stretches your buck further than any other
college and offers quality in certain areas
rivaling the biggies —Bates, Colby and Bowdoin.
The often asked question, "Why would
anybody pay out-of-state rates to come here?"
can be answered quickly by taking a look at what
some of the programs are offering.
Sure, there are cutbacks in some areas, most
notably in housing, with an increase in the
number of triples, but scenes like that are being
acted out all across the country.
In fact, with Proposition 13 sweeping the
states, the situation for public-funded
institutions will only darken.
But their counterparts in the private sector are
quickly pricing themselves our of the market
during a time when many Americans are
re-evaluating the necessity of a college
education.
But before you begin wondering whether
Johnny of Susie is getting your money's worth
out of college at UMO, relax—they are.
Contrary to the critics, college is a worthwhile
investment. And while you may not be able to
measure the rate of return, it's about the best
use of money you could possibly make.
As corny as it sounds, most students expand
not only their job prospects while here but their
mind as well. And that's the name of the game.
The
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Commentary
by Doug Bailey
Taxi driver
I have discovered the perfect summer
job for students: driving a hack, a cab a
TAXI.
Like any other job, it has both good and
bad points, but for me the good rolled all
summer long. My hours were flexible, my
boss was a great guy and all I had to do was
drive up and down Main Street and try to
look sharp.
Even a city as small as Bangor. where I
drove, has nightly undercurrents of a social
life, which cab drivers, in every city, have
an open invitation to join.
Every night I drove, and especially if
there was a light drizzle on the pavement, I
would listen to Tom Waits sing about the
"dark narcotic American night" on my
portable tape deck. I'd roll up my sleeves,
smoke off a pack of King Marlboro and get
into it. God, it was romantic.
It would have been even better if I had
made some money. That's one of the bad
points I mentioned. There's no money in it
unless you're willing to work 16 hours a
day. seven days a week.
Never being one to let economic matters
.interrupt a good time. I kept the job and
was broke all summer. I didn't care. I
Figured an adequate supply of pain killers
and the never ending kaleidoscope of
American human drama getting in and out
of the cab would keep any sane person
sufficiently entertained for the summer.
There are over 30.000 stories in the
naked city. and I bet I heard over half of
them. I got 'em all. From young ladies
looking like they just stepped off the cover
of Vogue to old men who I swore must have
just burrowed their was through the earth
from China.
My favorite came on one of those hot
summer days when all you can think of is
laying on a beach somewhere with a blond
and a bottle of Bud. I improvised by laying
out on the hood of the car and catching a
nice breeze that comes off the airport
runway. A man totally devoted to his work.
I had already written the day off,
bu.sinesswise. when a guy came running
over to the cab to ask me if I wanted to
drive Steppenwolf to an outdoor shindig in
Exeter.
Asking me if I want to go on a road trip
with five human rock and roll machines is
like asking a great white shark if he's
hungry. I helped the band with their
luggage and told the dispatcher. "We got
our engines running and are heading out
on the highway." I callel my boss from
Exeter and. told him I had a flat tire, and
that was the last he heard from me for
three days.
I was getting along so well with the band
that I thought they were going to ask me to
join them on ''Born To Be Wild," but that
would have been too much to ask for. The
day was already unbelievable.
So if you find yourself looking for a good
job next summer. I seriously think you
should consider cab driving. You won't
make a lot of money, but you'll have a lot
of memories.
Everybody really does have a different
story.
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Policy change
The Maine Campus has received
several letters from individuals that
have not been signed or included an
address. According to our present
policy, these letters can't be printed
until their author's full name and
address is known for verification
purposes. If the authors of these
letters still wish to have their letters
published, they are welcome to stop
in the office and fulfill the require-
ments.
Names have been withheld from
letters in the past and this will hold
true for all letters received before
Monday at 5 p.m. Letters received
after that time will be subject to a
new policy, which will require all
letters published to have a name and
address printed along with it.
Though welcome, anonymous letters
will not be published. Names will be
withheld only in special circum-
stances to be determined by the
editor.
Arbitrary comment
To the Editor:
After watching the last two
series of games between the
Yanks and Boston (our apologies
to Boston fans please) and then
reading Charlotte's arbitrary
comment on those teams (front
page yet!), we had the most
urgent quest to follow Charlotte's
advice and let all (to whom it may
concern) know just what idiots we
are.
Kevin W. Pierce
Ronald A. Roy
P.S. Please tell Charlotte we'll
send some newspapers, as soon
as possible which she may spread
as is necessary, on the living
room rug.
More letters
on page 6
i-- Commentary
t f)
reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address, but names
will be withheld upon request. Brief letters
are advised and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.
Fee deadline
To the Editor:
Enrollment in the prepaid
health fee prorram and the
student health and accident in-
surance procram will be closed
next Friday. Sept. 29. Any
student who is not enrolled by
that time will have to pay fees for
any services performed at Cutler
The green side of the fence
Every year at the beginning of the semester, both
freshmen and upperclassmen become prone to an
annual bout of the grass-is-always-greener-on-the
-other-side-of-the-fence syndrome.
The way the disease works is as follows: after living
wherever you're living for a certain amount of time
you become convinced that everyone everywhere else
has it better. At this point you are overcome by
gnawing self-doubts regarding the quality and
quantity of the "college experience" you are
experiencing. You can stop having these doubts. As
John said, "The truth shall make you free."
Scrneone is forever travelling around the campus
going from complex to complex and spreading word of
the grandeur of the other complexes and the
inadequacies of your complex. If you live in Stodder,
you're told how great Wells is. If you live in Wells,
you're told how great Stewart is, and so on and so
forth.
The greatness of the other complexes stems from
numerous qualities. There's "action" in those other
complexes. They're shaking and quaking nightly.
Party, party. party.
Also, in the other complexes, unlike your complex.
everyone is good-looking. The judges rate them all as
straight 10s. Not only are they better looking, they're
also more promiscuous (friendlier?). Hot, hot, hot.
From empirical evidence, it becomes apparent that
most of this greatness is mythical rather than
apparent.
On several weekend evenings I have inspected the
campus from end to end only to find the activities
uniformly similar. (Nothing was happening.) The only
variable was individuals' subjective reports regarding
where activities were hypothetically occuring. This
report was frequently given by the verbal statement:
"I heard there's a party at (choose a dormitory or
fraternity)."
Regarding the inhabitants of the different
complexes and their physical attributes, it seems that
most students have a lot in common. Most have ten
toes, two arms, fingernails, a belly button, a spleen,
kidneys. lungs, a carotid artery and body hair, not to
mention all sorts of other equipment. I suppose this
would qualify them as good-looking, but there's a
difference between being good-looking and being a
good person. Combinations of both types of people
seem to be evenly spread among the complexes.
Promiscuity also seems to have no relationship to
spatial location. Few would suggest people determine
their sexual conduct as a result of where they're
living. Of course, this isn't true all the time. Maybe if
I lived in Kennebec, Hart, Ballentine or Andro-
scoggin. I would't have as much trouble getting dates.
Actually. it really isn't too different whether
you're living on third floor east Oxford. second floor
Dunn or fourth west Penobscot. If you live in a
fraternity, most fraternities are like yours. If you live
in an off-campus apartment. most other off-campus
apartments are like yours. It's like the difference
Health Center. If financial re-
sources are inadequate to pay for
this coverare, see Mrs. Bettie
Richards at the health center
before that date.
Sincerely,
R.A. Graves, M.D.
Cutler Health Center
Ron Brown k
between living in Rutland. or Waterville. Big deal.
In all the complexes the french toast tastes the
same. The people downstairs play the stereo too loud.
The washers and dryers cost 35 cents. The hallways
and stairwells always smell like beer on the weekend
You'd like to get to know more people. The rooms are
too small. The toast is cold and they always run out of
the "good" ice cream before you get there. The
people in your section always leave big globs of
toothpaste in the sink. Gross. Such is reality.
Lest you be deceived and think you can beat the rap
by moving off-campus, then beware the Pandora's
box containing the landlord, leaky faucet, car repairs
and the five-pound buckets of peanut butter. Don't
say I didn't warn you. Remember, you won't escape
everything. You'll still smell the mill. You'll still have
to go to classes and take the prelims. Your television
will still be able to pick up "Country Jamboree." and.
despite the rumors you heard, it does snow
off-campus. Face it. you're in the same boat with the
rest of us.
I guess University life is a little like McDonald's.
It's the same all over. The quality is only so-so, but
the amount of people served is vast. Everybody
complains about it. and yet everybody keeps going
back.
Maybe there's some hidden meaning behind all
this. but I surely don't know what it is. Regardless,
the next time someone comes up to you and tells you
how great it is somewhere else, show them this
article.
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Parents Weekend
To the Editor:
I would like to correct a few
inaccuracies in your Tuesday
(Sept. 19) article on Parents and
Friends Weekend:
Friday's reception and buffet
supper is at the BCC Student
Union. and the evening activity in
the UMO Memorial Gym consists
of a music and dance performance
--no food.
1 he continental breakfast Sat-
urday starts at 9 a.m.; buildings
will be open from 8:30 a.m. to
noon; the Saturday bean supper
and the shore dinner on Sunday
are both in the field house.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sharon Dendurent
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs
Free facilities
To the Editor
Beginning on Monday, Sept.
25, entrance to the universal gym
at the field house will require that
you either be a varsity team
member or have a pass. This pass
will cost you $20 a semester and
.will give you access to both the
Lengyel Gym universal gym and
the Nautilus.
Up until this date, use of the
universal at the field house was
free. It was the place where the
person who wanted to get some
exercise, who wasn't a team
member and who didn't have the
money for the Nautilus, went to
work out. Next week the poor
man's option will be history.
In the past, it was suggested by
some to charge a fee for entrance
to the field house and its
facilities. That proposal was
stopped by President Neville,
who felt that the good that open
and free facilities in the field
house would provide to the
students and staff of the Univer-
sity would far outweigh any
income to be made.
As you can see, the proposal
stopped by President Neville is
alive and well.
Another price tag is about to be
placed upon exercise. The ques-
tion is, will the students and staff
of this university sit back and let
it happen again?
Joel Swimm
146 N. Brunswick St.
Old Town
HEWLETT-PACKARD
INTRODUCES
PROFESSIONAL CALCULATORS
FOR A STUDENT'S BUDGET.
THE PRICE OF EXCELLENCE
NOW STARTS AT $60:*
They're here Hewlett-Packard's new Series E. Five
professional calculating instruments designed for a
student's needs and budget.
NEW FEATURES.
Easy-to-read display. Larger, brighter LED display
with commas to separate thousands.
Built-in diagnostic systems. Tells you: 1) when you've
performed an incorrect operation: 2) why it was
incorrect: 3) if the calculator isn't working properly.
Accuracy. Improved algorithms give you confidence
that your answers are more precise and complete.
FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING.
The HP-31E—Scientific. S60! Trigonometric. expo-
nential and math functions. Metric conversions. Fixed
and scientific display modes. Full 10-digit display.
4 separate user memories.
The HP-32E—Advanced Scientific with Statistics.
$80:' All HP-3IE functions plus hyperbolics. compre-
hensive statistics. More math and metric capabilities.
Decimal degree conversions ENG. SCI and FIX dis-
play modes. 15 user memories.
The HP-33E—Programmable Scientific. MOO? Scien-
tific. math and statistics with programmability.
Editing. control and conditional keys. 49 lines of fully
merged key-codes. 8 user memories.
FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCE.
The HP-37E—Business Management. $75! Basic
business/linance. Gives Present Value. Payments and
Future Value calculations simultant:ouslv. Discounts,
%'s. mark-ups, and amortization schedules. Statistics
with trend-line forecasting. 5 financial and 7 user
memories.
The HP-38E—Advanced Financial Programmable.
$120? Solves routine and complex problems at the
touch of a key—no previous programming experience
necessary. Internal Rate of Return and Net Present
Value for up to 1.980 cash flows in 20 groups. 2000-
year calendar. 5 financial and 20 user memories.
Up to 99 program lines.
HEWLETT-PACICARD IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
All Series E calculators use RPN logic exclusively.
If you've never tried it you're in for a big surprise.
It lets you solve problems the way you naturally
do in your mind. Straightforward. Logical. No worry-
ing about complicated hierarchies or parentheses.
RPN is the shortest possible distance between the
question and the answer.
SEE FOR YOURSELF.
To help you select the calculator that's right for you.
we've prepared a booklet entitled. "The Student's
Choice...the Logical Choice:' Pick up a free copy at
your bookstore or nearest Hewlett-Packard dealer
when you stop by to see Series E. For the nearest
dealer. CALL TOLL-FREE 800-648-4711 except from
Hawaii or Alaska. In Nevada call 800-992-5710.
While you're there, be sure to see our advanced
programmable HP-29C and HP-I9C with printer and
HP-67 mag-card programmable.
Do it soon. A Hewlett-Packard professional
calculator starting at just S60* is something you
can't afford to pass up.
HEWLETT 11 PACKARD
(11441. 1111M1 5 11 Circle Blvd Oten :Ohs OR "7(5)
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Living laboratory created
by landscaping designers
by Barbara Dorsey
What do New York's Central Park, the
Boston Gardens and UMO have in
common?
All three have landscape designs by
Frederick L. Olmstead,
About 40 years ago. Olmstead made up
plans for the mall, said horticulture
Professor Lyle Littlefield.
"In fact, his original plan called for two
adjacent malls," Littlefield said. "The
other mall was to stretch from the library to
Deering Hall, but insufficient funds
cancelled this plan."
Funding for this year's landscaping will
come to roughly $40,000, said Peter
Dufour, Physical Plant director.
"That's out of a total grounds budget of
a.oaut $102,000," Dufour said. "About
$26,000 goes into landscape labor--pruning
shrubs, maintaining flower gardens--while
approximately $5,000 buys nursery stock.
consisting mostly of shrubs and trees."
Olmstead, however, was not the first nor
the last landscaper for UMO. Past
professors have done most of the land-
scaping: Professor Welton Monson was the
first to work on the campus grounds,
planting over 1,200 trees and shrubs;
Professor Roger Clark designed Nutting
Hall's landscape; and Professor James
Swasey, the current landscape director,
designed all the flower gardens around
UMO.
"Some call this campus 'a living
laboratory' due to the remarkable number
of different plants we have," Littlefield
said. "I'd say there's over 1000 different
kinds of trees and shrubs on this campus."
Littlefield is in charge of the ornamental
demonstration area located beyond Hilltop
Complex. He says he has over 700 different
kinds of plants in this project alone.
"I have over 100 different kinds ot
crabapples up there," he said, "and about
80 different varieties of lilacs, just to
mention the two most prevalent."
Some of his plants come from Maine
nurseries, Littlefield said, while others
come from labs in Boston and Washington,
D.C., to be test grown in this climate.
Littlefield works on the flower gardens
around the greenhouse.
Each year there are three or four
incidences of students destroying the
plantings on campus, he said.
"Tug-of-war games by the Hilltop pond
ruined many plants last year, many trees
were cut around Christmas time and some
young trees were broken by the new arena.
But, in general, the students respect the
campus landscaping," Littlefield said.
Landscape projects for this year and the
near future will include the Alfond Arena.
and, eventually, the new apartments by
York Complex.
"If we get the funding, we'd like to
renovate the lands around Coburn,"
Littlefield said, "but for now we're just
trying to continue to bring more plantings
in and to make more people aware of
them."
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1 dinner menu.
With soaring temperatures Thursday many students left their books behind. Here,
two of them relax playing their recorders [photo by Bill Mason].
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ork with." "But." he added. "how often
does a presidency come along?"
At 35. Stone will become one of the
youngest college presidents in the country.
"Aurora College is a quiet. suburban
school just west of Chicago. ft's a small,
liberal arts school enrolling about 1.000
students, with a very good business
program," he said. The school is presently
experiencing a decline in enrollment, Stone
said, and one of his first priorities as
president will be to attract more students.
Though Stone has been actively seeking
out college presidencies, he said this offer
was especially nice because "Aurora came
to me." He will begin his presidency at
Aurora—a school nearing its one-
hundredth birthday—under a long-term
contract starting in November.
While at UMO. Stoue's major respon-
sibility is the coordination of all University
fund-raising activities. He is personally
involved in the solicitation of funds from
alumni, families and businesses. He has
worked very closely with the General
Alumni Association and the pulp and paper
industry.
Stone said, "I've probably devoted most
of my time at UMO to raising funds for the
Performing Arts Center." Of the $2.6
million needed for the project, only
$700,000 remains to be raised, he said.
A ten year campaign to raise $25 million
in unrestricted funds was begun this
month. Stone said the monies will be used
for "scholastic and athletic scholarships.
which are not necessarily need-based." To
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University official to leave for college presidency
bs Mark Lehr
Alan Stone, director of development for
the past 15 months, will be leaving shortly
to assume the presidency of Aurora
College.
"I'‘e been looking for a college
presidency for several years now. I
wouldn't have left Maine for any other
position," Stone said. He said that he loves
Maine and the UMO community and found
President Howard Neville a "good man to
iscifirciArh ra
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date. $12 million has been raised. "We're
way ahead of our time schedule." he said.
Stone said UMO is currently raising
twice as much money as any other
land-grant school in New England. "I
found a good fund-raising program when I
got here. There will be an even better
program when I leave, he said.
Flasher seen
by two students
Two female UMO students were
startled while taking a walk Wed-
nesday night when a man exposed
himself near Balentine Hall, said
UMPD detective Terry Burgess.
The incident, which occurred at
approximately 9:30, is not a "rare
event,"Burgess said. No details
were released on the man.
In other police news, a fire outside
the Bookstore, which was reported at
11 p.m. Wednesday, was apparently
set in a trash can, the detective said.
The smoky blaze was easily put out.
Brugess said.
Also, a sofa was reported stolen
from Penobscot Hall Thursday at 8
a.m.
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Revised law may raise concert costs
by Kim Marchegiani
A revision late last year in the federal
copyright law means more headaches for
concert planners this year.
Sharon Decidurcnt, Assistant Dean of
Student Affairs, explained that, to protect
composers, any group sponsoring a concert
must pay a fee to whichever musical
association the performer belongs to.
"The law is basically to protect the
songwriters, not to benefit the perform-
ers," Dendurent said. "It's to make sure
the songwriters get a piece of the royalties,
such as an author would get each time a
copy of his book was sold."
Educational institutions, such as the
University, and non-profit organizations,
were previously exempt from paying the
royalty fee.
The fee, based on a sliding scale, comes
into effect in two situations, she explained.
The first is when the fee paid to a concert
performer by an organization is over
S1.000. In this case, a minimum fee of $15
would also be paid to the performer's
musical association.
Dendurent said there are three organ-
izations that the University will have to
deal with: Broadcast Music Inc., the
American Society of Composers, Authors.
and Publishers and the Society of
turopeari Authurs and cc niposers
The fee paid to the organization would
depend on the fee paid to the performer.
There may also be an additional charge
depending on the number of people in
attendance--up to S3000 for 30,000 seats.
"I don't think we'll have to worry about
that part." Dendurent said. "We don't
have the facilities to seat an enormous
crowd."
Assistant Vice Chancellor Mary Ann
Haas said the University system, through
the chancellor's office, pays a blanket fee
to cover concerts at which the performer is
paid less than $1000. — •
Both Haas and Dendurent said they were
unsure of the exact implications of the
revised law, because it has not been put to
use yet.
One debate may be over direct vs.
indirect admission price, a possible factor
in determining the fee.
"The question is 'If MUAB throws a free
concert, can you say that*the student
activity fee, used to support MUAB, is a
• Agency suing ex-president
!continued from page Ii
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was authorized to do. and a decision was
made to break off the contract. I'm very
confident."
Neither Aiken not the now defunct
Uptown Productions could be reached for
comment.
Should McGovern lose th case, however,
the subject of where the money comes from
is a confusing one. Normally, Esty-Kendall
said, a class action suit involves an
individual as defendant against a large
company. In this case, the defendant
(McGovern) is representing a large organi-
zation (the student government) against
an individual (Aiken).
"I'm not really sure who's liable if Mike
loses,"Esty-Kendall said. "As far as I
know, there's never been another case in
the state like this one."
"I would guess." the SLS lawyer added,
"that the General Student Senate would be
liable."
Because the case began while McGovern
was still a student, all legal fees, such as
representation. are paid for through a
student fund by the Universilty.
The case is scheduled to be heard
sometime this fall in Cumberland County
Superior Court.
OPEN:
form of indirect admission price?"
commented Dendurent. "We have to
proceed on the assumption that it is, unless
someone wants to challenge it in court."
The revision means more paperwork, for
everyone, she said. It means keeping track
of how many attended, the profits, the
fees, money involved and anything else
deemed necessary, she said. She said a
report on a concert must be submitted,
even it the fee does not apply to that case.
There seem to be two exceptions to the
law, she said. The first is music that is so
well known that it is no longer copyrighted
but considered public domain. The other is
a performer who does not belong to any of
the organizations, who is performing only
his own works.
David Groves, chairman of UMO's
concert committee, said he does not
anticipate any major problems.
"So far the agents and performers I've
talked to haven't even mentioned this
problem." he said. "But because of the
newness of the law. I really don't know
what will happen."
Mistrial ruled
in theft case
The case of Kenneth Wheelock,
the UMO student who took his
landlord's public address system to
protest his electric bill, ended in a
mistrial Tuesday.
Wheelock was rentint- an apart-
ment at 73 Bennoch Road. Old Town,
last May. Wheelock said he was
payinr for the electricity in his
apartment and another apartment.
plus the electricity for the buildinr • s
hot water heater. He decided to take
the landlord's sound equipment for a
week in retaliation, his lawyer.
Eurene Ford, explained.
The landlord. Rev. Harley War-
man, former pastor of the Church of
the (jowl Shepard. Old Town, said
he'd explained the electric billinr to
Wheelock when he first rented the
apartment.
Judre Stearn at the Penobscot
County Courthouse ruled a mistrial
after the jury declared it was unable
to reach a decision.
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• Official disputes reason
'continued from page 11
given any dangerous organisms and which
appears healthy.
"I have checked with the Department of
Agriculture, and I found that their
regulations to enforce the Animal Welfare
Acts do not prohibit giving an animal to a
student.
"If the animal seems healthy—no
infections and no pain—and if Ms.
Earltinez can care for it, we have no
objections to her taking it.
"There may be other factors or aspects
to this problem that are none of my
business. I don't presume to tell the
University what to do with their animals or
what to require of their students. But
unless the giving of animals becomes
common and causes problems for us or our
grantees. we will not try to control it. The
way things stand now, the University will
have to argue its own case,' the letter said.
In addition, Kinard wrote another letter
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The letter ended, "In my letter of
February 22. I think that I successfully
countered all of Dr. Wolford's and Mr.
Clark's reasons for their decisions except
one, the setting of a precedent which may
cause trouble in the future."
In response to Kinard's Feb.22 letter,
Clark. on March 9, wrote to Earltinez.
The letter stated, "Dr. Wolford has
repeatedly told me that he is concerned
that he not establish—by giving you
laboratory amimals—a precedent that
might lead to other students taking
laboratory animals and, perhaps, violating
one of the HEW principles, because other
students may not care for the animals in a
humane manner. Even Mr. Kinard has
indicated that there could be a problem, if
the giving of animals becomes common.
"I think Dr. Wolford is frying to ensure
(1) that HEW principles be observed and
(2) that he establish no precedents which
could lead (a) to other students feeling
aggrieved because you have been given
preferential treatment, or (b) to potential
violation of HEW principles or (c) to the
jeopardizing of the department's accredi-
tation to conduct research," the letter said.
Esty-Kendall, Earltinez's legal repre-
sentative, said Clark and Wolford have not
withdrawn their assertion that the case will
violate HEW regulations.
"I really think the University is not being
asked to do much, if anything at
all,"Esty-Kendall said. "They're not being
asked to set any precedent. They can just
say this is a unique case.
"I just can't see what the stupid
objection is. This is a case that doesn't
happen all the time. It's not a case of her
wanting to bring home a cute rabbit. There
are very deep reasons behind this,' he
said.
"The HEW guidelines are just a smoke
screen. The only objection I can see is that
its against former policy,"he added.
Kinard, in a telephone interview Thurs-
day, said this was the first time he has
heard of such a case.
"I've never heard of anything like this
before. If something like this would come
up, then I would think they would take care
of it and not make a big issue out of
it."Kinard said.
"I think if I were in the administration
there.' Kinard continued, "I wouldn't
even make her pay for it. As long as the
animal was healthy. I'd give it to her.
"My thought is that if this problem had
come up at another university, then they
would let her have the animal, or if they
said no they would back it up with some
reason of their own, not one they
fabricated." Kinard said.
• Counseling
(continued from page 31
pression. Dr. Marc Mytar said, "When-
ever there is the possibility of medication,
we work very closely with medical doctors
from the health center. Prescribing the
proper arug requires a professional
familiarity with the individual's physical
constitution."
Mytar is especially interested in "bio-
feedback." Bio-feedback is a procedure
which uses electronically sensitive instru-
ments to measure physical changes.
recording one's skin temperature. pulse
rate, degree of persperation etc.
"Clients are made aware of the tension
within their bodies, of physical reactions to
tension. We help them try to reduce it,-
Mytar said.
In his own experience counseling at
UMO Mytar said the most common student
problems are "depression, psychosematic
concerns and sexual difficulties."
Dr. Anne Hess. the only woman
counselor on the staff, said the most
common problems brought to her are
"depression, anxiety and fear leading
sometimes to eating disorders and pro-
blems of sexual identity and perfor-
mance."
The Counseling Center also has a
24-hour telephone service at the Health
Center.
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Stock pavilion may become theater-in-round
by Peter Phelan
UMO is considering conversion of the
Stock Judging Pavilion, the octogonal brick
building behind the library, into a
theater-in-the-round.
President Howard R. Neville is presently
seeking a donor to fund the $100,000
project. Neville said it should be built by
the end of the year. It would seat about 150
people.
'It's his brainchild'
"A great deal of credit should be given
to President Neville," said Murray North,
director of the School of Performing Arts.
"It's his brainchild."
The Department of Engineering Services
has had tentative plans drawn up since
1975, and these are currently being used
to estimate the costs of the conversion.
Engineering Services Director Bill Jo-
hansen said that an addition will have to be
gp .11111
saw
•IVIND
OD
made to the building to accomodate
bathrooms and a ticket booth. Very little
landscaping will be necessary for the
addition, he added.
Professor James Bost, coordinator of the
Theatre Division of performing arts, said
the theater is justified, "as the Theatre
Division needs the space badly. This is a
particularly valuable space, as we (the
Theater Division) have not had a perma-
nent home since Alumni Hall in 1962. We
had been promised Hauck, but that never
materialized."
"We had been rehearsing on the top
floor of the English-Math Building, but
that arrangment was temporary, and we
had to get out." Bost said. "We don't even
have a place to rehearse our major
production, "Equus," until nine days
before it is to open in Hauck, "he said.
"Our student theater program students
are required to direct one act plays, and
they need a place to rehearse. A place such
as the livestock pavilion would be terrific.
It would allow the program no only to
survive but to develop," Bost said.
19:IN
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"A theater-in-the-round is much more
intimate. When in the round, the emphasis
is on the actor. The production can be
much more exciting," he said. "Also,
Hauck is somewhat outdated. If theater
means anything on this campus, we will
get this space in the stock pavilion. I'll
believe it when it happens. I hope it
happens. It's a matter of money."
The pavilion is listed in the National
Register of Historic Places, which means
that its development can be partially
funded federally and also that its basic
structure cannot be changed.
The proposed conversion of the Stock Judging
Pavilion into a theater-in-the-round is shown here. The
building. which is located behind the library (upper
right-hand corner), would be "intimate. • says James
Bost, coordinator of the Theatre Division of Performing
Arts (reproduced by Jamie Eves).
Renovations leave less room for students
by Andrea Cronkite
Renovations that cost $3,000 and displaced three
students have been made at Stodder Hall.
Stodder complex coordinator Douglas R. Miller's
apartment was enlarged this summer by the addition
of a resident assistant't room. The R.A. was placed in
a double room, which two seniors had planned to
occupy this semester. The two seniors, Cary Nash and
Mike Cowett, then moved into another room, which
would have housed three freshmen.
The renovations added a kitchen to and enlarged
Miller's apartment, Miller said. This included
plumbing, kitchen appliances, cabinets and materials
and labor to build and seal off doors, he said.
Nash said, "It just doesn't seem to me that they
were thinking about the students in this case.
"Residential Life is always complaining about no
money and no room for students, but to make these
renovations, they spent money and displaced
students," he said.
Miller said the complex coordinators, together with
H. Ross Moriarty, director of Residential Life, and
Joline H. Morrison, associate director, investigated
complex coordinators' apartments in May. They
found that the facilities for Stodder and Stewart
weren't as good as others, he said.
"This is my home," Miller said. "I am entitled (by
contract) to facilities equal with other professionals on
campus."
When asked about the effect of the renovations in
view of the overcrowding problem. Miller said the
benefits of the renovations were greater.
"I acknowledge that (the renovations) are taking
space away from student housing," Miller said. "This
has perhaps put off housing some BCC students from
Orono, but it is not putting off their education."
"The impact my position has on students is great.
The more satisfied I am with my working and living
conditions, the more benefit I am going to be to
students," he said. "It decreases the effectiveness of
any professional who has to be here 24 hours a day
and can't have private time."
Miller said he feels his work has improved this year
but said he is not sure whether the improvement
stems from his enlarged apartment or his one-year
experience with the job.
"Residential Life has to look at both priorities,
housing students and having satisfies personnel,"
Miller said. If personnel are frustrated with their jobs
or living quarters, they will be more likely to quit, he
said, but displacing students is against "earlier
priorities."
"It's a 'damned if you do, damned if you don't'
situation," he added.
Moriarty said Residential Life "found other rooms"
for the displaced students, since renovations in
Stodder Complex (at Chadbourne Hall) made four
double rooms available to house students.
"This probably would have been done anyway. But
the two ideas (tor renovations at Stodder and at
Chadbourne) came up at about the same time,"
Moriarty said.
Miller said the renovations were started in August
and that he did not learn about Residential Life's
budget being overspent by $400,000 until early
September. No renovations are now being done, due
to the budget problems, he said.
Moriarty said he knew about Residential Life's
budget problems in April.
"We're talking about two different things--last
year's budget and this year's. We know we overspent
last year's budget. so we are cutting down this year,"
he said.
Nash was asked to move in June, after he and
Cowett had already signed up for their room, so that
the R.A. could be placed in their room. Nash was in
the Orono area and was helping to open up the
Stodder Snack Shack in Stodder Hall for the summer
session.
"Ralph Kennedy (Stodder complex business
manager) called me into his office and said, "how
would you like to move to another room?' I said, 'No.
we don't want to move, we like it where we are,'
"Nash said. "Then he (Kennedy) said, 'Well, you'ew
going to move.' "
Nash said he argued but he "really couldn't do too
much about it because of the contract." The room
contract between the University and students gives
continued to page 131_
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Summer Olympic teams invited
to campus for training sessions
by Barbara Dorsey
The 1980 summer Olympic teams have been asked
to stay. at UMO for their final training sessions, said
John Benoit. director of conferences and institutes.
"We will extend an invitation--along with several
other universities, of course--to ask them if they'd
like to stay here and also to see if our campus would
meet their qualifications," Benoit said.
If the invitation was accepted. all of the summer
Olympic teams--boxing. swimming. track and field,
weightlifting. etc.--would spend nearly a month here
just before flying to Moscow. said Benoit.
Tentative plans have been made for housing the
550 atheletes and 200 coaches and trainers at
Stewart or Wells complexes. to put them close to the
athletic facilities, "but it's much to 'ify• and too far
in the future to really count on yet." Benoit said.
Thomas Aceto. vice president of student affairs,
was the first to mention inviting the teams. He was
the vice president of student affairs at the University
at Plattsburgh N.Y. in 1976 when the teams trained
there for the New York games.
Aceto said UMO has a "fantastic set-up" for
hosting the teams and that chances of their
accepting "are as good as anyone else's."
"We have a lot of pluses in our favor." he said.
"one being that the easternmost international
airport in the United States is at Bangor. In addition.
UMO has excellent and medical training facilities."
Along with their training program. the Olympic
athletes would undergo medical examinations and
be fitted for uniforms during their stay in July of
1980. Aceto said.
Besides the publicity and financial gain the
University could potentially obtain the olympians
pay their own way--UMO would get a chance to have
the nation's top athletes and trainers here, and the
entire state could become personally involved with
the Olympics. Aceto said.
The Olympic training site selection committee will
be looking for such things as adequate housing for
the athletes, cafeterias that would be able to prepare
a special menu, medical facilities and, of course,
athletic facilities. Aceto said.
"The only requirement UMO might fall short on
that 1 know of," Aceto said, -is an adequate
out-door track."
Athletic Director Harold Westerman said the lack
of a synthetic outdoor track could, indeed, be a
problem. Alan Switzer. aquatics coordinator and
coach, said our pool could also fall short of the
committee's expectations.
'' If they need a 50 meter Olympic-size pool. we're
sunk. We've only got about 25 yards (22.5 meters)
across our pool." Switzer said, "and our diving
facilities are not designed for olympians. Our
platforms aren't high enough and our pool isn't deep
enough,
Close but not quite. Similar scenes have
been taking place all over campus as
students strive to perfect the art of frisbee
playing [photo by Arthur Kindel.
University steps up recruitment programs
by Kim Marchegiani
"The baby boom giveth: the baby boom taketh
away." ran a recent story in the Boston Globe. "The
long range problem (of American colleges) is the
declining birth rate of the 60's."
Decreasing enrollment in private schools was the
subject of the story but the decline has affected state
institutions as well. With that thought iu plijid. the
University of Maine has begun a slow step-up of its
student recruitment programs.
"We've been aware of the coming decline for
several years.•• said Elaine Gershman, associate
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. "Birth
patterns show that after the World War 11 baby
boom, the birth rate went down. Thus, there will be
fewer students going to college in the 1980's."
President Howard R. Neville. in a recent address
to the faculty and professional staff, said he
expected student enrollment to remain roughly
constant for the next several years, in spite of fewer
high school graduates.
However, he warned that to maintain the number
and quality of students, the University "must
become far more aggressive in the recruitment of
quality students. The colleges must initiate various
forms of outreach programs."
James A. Harmon, director of admissions,
outlined several programs, both old and new, which
are being used to interest students in UMO.
Visits to 'feeder areas'
"First, we'%e expanded
program." Harmon said. '
almost every high school in
making a special effort this
guidance people on this."
"We've also expanded our visitation programs to
out-of-state schools." he said." especially into what
we call the 'feeder areas,' like the north shore of
Massachusetts. which sends many students here."
Massachusetts is second to Maine in number of
admissions to UMO.
As part of the out-of-state expansion program,
Harmon and representatives from six other northern
New England colleges will visit high schools in the
Midwest later in the year.
'We bill ourselves as 'Seven Selective Colleges'
and we want the Midwest to get to know who we
arc." he said. The trip will include Pittsburgh,
Chicago. St. Louis and Minneapolis.
For the third year. UMO will participate in 15
college fairs throughout New England. all sponsored
by the New England Association of Collegiate
Admissions Counselors.
"We are contacting all national merit scholars,"
our school visitation
'We manage to visit
the state, and we are
year to work with the
Harmon continued. "either by letter, phone or in
person through alumni."
He credited a new director and an expanded
program at the Honors Center as being a drawing
card. There will also be an effort at recruiting
transfer students limited mostly to New England
schools.
'Junior' program
"I hope that at some point we can re-organize the
People-to-People program, getting students from
UMO back into their old high schools, maybe over
Christmas break." he said.
Last, but certainly not least, is the summer
"junior" program, Harmon said. Each year. a large
number of high school juniors from Maine and New
England attend classes at UMO in fields such as
pulp and paper management.
"This has been going on for 17 years and is one of
our most successful programs," he commented.
''and one of the country's most unique.-
"We are also working on bringing the deans and
the faculty in on these plans." he said.
Gershman said one of the projects being
undertaken by the College of Arts and Sciences is a
"high school outreach program.-
"In this program, faculty members will visit high
schools in Maine. conducting question and answer
periods and acquainting the students with UMO."
she explained. "There are non-stop requests for
these presentations.-
She also had high praise for the results of Maine
Scholars' Day. held last spring and on the calender
for this year.
Outstanding juniors were invited to UMO,
allowed to pick from a variety of special seminars
planned for them and were able to meet faculty
members.
Under a grant from the National Science
Foundation, the University sponsored a "Women in
Science" day last year, emphasizing new fields that
are now open to women of all ages.
"We had an age range from 18 to 52. and women
from all parts of the state, as well as students," she
said. "We are beginning to speak to a new
audience, an older audience interested in the social
as well as traditional sciences."
Gershman explained that many older women have
decided to earn a degree. or many professional
people. especially in the health sciences or medical
technology, want to return for "updating and
re-tooling."
Under another federal grant. the college is
planning a seminar day dealing with physically
handicapped in the sciences and what is available to
them.
"We are also opening up options in the
Continuing Education Division," she said. "You can
be a full time day student, a part time day student, a
part time evening student, a day-evening student--
almost any combination that works for you."
Gershman said she did not expect the percentage
of out-of-state students to rise but the individual
colleges have nothing to do with setting the quota.
Harmon agreed, saying Maine has enough
"in-migration" to make out-of-state quotas un-
necessary.
He also cited UMO alumni and the Alumni Center
for their efforts in recruitment.
The Alumni Association has several irons in the
fire, said director of alumni activities Nancy Morse
Dysart.
"Off-to-Maine receptions are presently used to
contact students. These spring receptions are
sponsored by UMO Alumni Clubs anywhere in New
England. she explained.
'Road show'
"We have a kind of road show." she said. "There
are representatives from Financial Aid and
Residential Life and four or five students from the
Students Alumni Association. The best salesmen we
have for the University are its students."
Dysart said the receptions are "highly effective.-
There are plans for at least 12 receptions this spring.
Plans are being made to more actively involve
alumni in seeking quality students. Dysart said.
"We will be asking alumni throughout the country
to help us pinpoint junior and senior high school
students who could be contacted,' she said.
"We--and the admissions office-will also be asking
alumni to contact students who have been
accepted.• •
The Student Ambassador Program is a new idea
at UMO, in which the SAA will work with high
schools in the state.
"We will be compiling several presentations,
such as slide shows," she said. "We will then
contact guidance counselors, offering to present this
information to their students. It would give the
students a chance to ask questions of students.
"There are problems, of course," Harmon said.
"More students are opting for vocational education.
More students are choosing to take a year off before
coming to college. Those are the difficult ones to
reach."
So far, he said, nothing as drastic as massive ad
campaigns or billboards have been used.
Something must be working, he said. This year's
enrollment includes students from 23 states andeight foreign countries.
TOYOTA
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• Photographer's position cut
[continued from page I)
Aut
Leonard Harlow
UMO now has only one photographer.
PICS sends out hundreds of news stories a
week to Maine newspapers, TV and radio.
Many are published or aired, and
University officials believe this strengthens
the public image.
Backers of Harlow pointed to a recent
survey taken by the University's polling
group, Social Science Research Institute, in
which the University was shown to have a
92 percent favorable rating among Maine
voters. They said this means Harlow is
doing a good job.
Stone, however. played down this poll,
saying that the same poll showed 70
percent of the respondents voted in favor of
the University bond construction issue last
November. The bond was narrowly defeat-
ed. causing UMO administrators to believe
that the institution's public image needed
to be improved. Jack Walas
On the mall
Young DPM0C1 am meet
The UMO Young Democrats met
Tuesday night, Sept. 12. to elect
officers and to discuss activities for
the fall semester. John Diamond,
representing Senator William Hath-
away, distributed campaign buttons,
posters. literature and bumper stick-
ers. The group welcomes all inter-
ested people between the ages of 14
and 30 to attend their meetings.
Masque tryouts set
Maine Masque studio show try-
outs will be Tuesday from 3 to 7 p.m.
in the Green Room, Hauck Audi-
torium, and Wednesday from 3 to 6
p.m. on the Hauck Stare. Everyone
is welcome.
NOW..SAVE UP TO $11.50
ON RACE WEEKEND TICKETS!
A prix-packaged offer from your Toyota dealer.
Save up to $11.50.
The Toyota Grand Prix of the U.S. is coming to Watkins Glen. N.Y..
Sept. 29-Oct. 1. and participating Toyota dealers have a limited
supply of race weekend discount ticket
packages that can save you up to $11.50
per person on general admission
tickets. reserved grandstand
seating and more.
No vehicle purchase
necessary.
Fast, faster, fastest.
See racing at its best. A fast track. some of the world's fastest
movers, driving the world's fastest Formula One cars.
The Official Pace Car
leading the pack:
our sleek Celica
GT Liftback
YOU GOT IT.
TOYOTA
•• •
Toyota sets the pace.
When you visit your Toyota dealer,
see all his 1978 Celicas. and you'll
see why Toyota's the pace-setter.
At The Glen, and on the street
 1
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"I USED TO HAVE
VISIONS OF A LESS FILLING BEER.
I ALSO HAD VISIONS OF GETTING RESPECT.
OH WELL, 1 OUT OF 2 AIN'T BAD:'
Rodney Dangerfield
Famous Comedian
LITE BEER FROM MILLER.
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
IN A BEER. AND LESS.
'9 kkile, Brew.ng Co Milwaukee W,9
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• Renovations cause student displacements
IDB
Refrigerators
•LAST CHANCE•
Monday:
Sept. 25
6:30-7:30 p.m.
Hilltop Commons
Conference Room
$46.00/yr.
'continued from page III
the University the right "to make
reassignments of rooms for the benefit of
the individual student or the University."
"We had lived in that room for three
years. Everybody got along on the section,
and we were really close,' Nash said.
"It seems like they picked our room
because I was here and they could talk to
me,"he added.
Miller said the R.A. had to be placed
somewhere in the area of Nash and
Cowett's former room. If Nash hadn't
moved, someone else would have, he said.
Nash said several Stodder residents,
who were attending summer school at
UMO, planned a sit-in to protest the move,
but Miller told the students Nash had given
his permission.
•'He apparently took my saying there
Electrolysis!
ei1"14.
*0 -
That's what removes
unwanted hair safely and
permanently. Ask the
professionals for consultation.
SiChneide> (( .76iderJ /iihneae
Experienced Electrolysis Specialists
412 State Street—Wing Park 942-0781
SHOES FOR AUTUMN...
sitka WE GOT 'EM!
Climbing boot for men and women —
reinforced toe, padded collar tongue and quarters.
A great boot at a great price!
rnAit retail outlet price
$60.00 $43.99
Main St. and
Hogan Rd. Bangor
110 Sig 01,1V
Tues, Wed, and Thurs. Evenings
Served from 5 to 8 p.m.
Beer, Wine, and Cocktails
A Beautiful Array of the Finest Chinese Dinners
State Street Veazie Tel. 945-6500
1"-----"Everybody s
!Super Sandwich & Dairy Shoppeli
26 Maine St.-Orono 866-2400
Special thru Sept. 30
FREE
Large Sandwich (your choice) with purchase
of 3 Large Sandwiches at regular price.
Must present this ad!!!
OPEN 7 DAYS 'till 11 p.m.
Delivery to U.M.O. 6 p.m.-10:45 p.m. Daily
LI=111111111MONIUNIMMEMMIIIMM111111=111111=1=1•111MMIN=MMI111=1
wasn't much I could do about it as my
permission," Nash said.
Miller said he did tell the summer
students Nash had given permission. He
said Nash agreed to the move because
someone else would have to move if he and
Cowen didn't.
Nash said he wanted to call Cowett from
Kennedy's office to tell him about the
move. but "they said they would let him
know."
"I understood they would call him or
explain it in a letter,"Nash said.
However, Cowett didn't hear about the
move until three weeks before the
semester began, from another dormitory
resident.
"What bothered me most,' Cowett said,
"is I heard it from a kid from Massachu-
setts. He (Miller) still hasn't said anything
to me about it."
Cowett said he came to Orono two weeks
before the semester started and went to
Stodder to talk to Miller or Kennedy about
the move.
— I had just found out and was ready to
scream, but no one was around. So I
haven't said anything about it since.
There's nothing I can do, "Cowett said.
Miller said he offered to call Cowett but
Nash said he would. "Perhaps I misunder-
stood,••he added.
When asked how Stodder residents felt
about the move, Cowett said, —They
thought we got the raw end of the stick."
Nash mentioned the sit-in plans.
Miller said he has not heard as many
complaints as he expected.
"I've talked to as many people as I can.
I've been surprised that.. people under-
stand my needs,"Miller said. "Not all
decisions (by Residential Life) are going to
be accepted by the majority."
Nash said Miller's apartment. as it was
before it was enlarged, was used to house
three students during the spring semester,
1978. However, complex coordinators are
now required to live on campus.
Miller said that if complex coordinators
were not on campus full time, resident
directors might "have to pick up the
slack."
"It would be an extra burden added to
the duties they already have,"he said.
Moriarty said he has not heard any
comments from students on the renova-
tions.
"It has been a standard policy for the
professional staff to live in,' he said, and
renovations on complex coordinators'
apartments have been a "regular project
for a number of years." The Wells complex
coordinator's apartment was enlarged
about a year ago, he added.
Renovations were also recently made to
the Stewart complex coordinator's apart-
ment in Androscoggin Hall.
Ray Moreau, Stewart's business mana-
ger, said he did not yet know the cost of the
renovations.
A laundry room, a double student room
and a two-room and bath guest suite were
taken over by the renovations. Moreau
said. The suite can house four students and
was used for this last year, although it is
not used for housing every year, he added.
-N(WANT TO LEARN TO SKYDIVE?First jump courses offered every weekend$60.00 first jump course
$12.00 every jump after first.
If you want to jump this weekend or want
more information, see Tonney Boan in
320 Oxford Hall or call 581-7756
MWF 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
TTH 1 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Come an,
make a sport
parachute jump
with the Jump Maine SKYDIVERS!!
the Chuck Wagon
BAR_2111t SPARE Ries
OMR-mu= JOULDISISAIL RIEIr DI =I%
ow* VOW owe_ . ........ $3.90
C110110) CitUCK STEAK Q.sitr 0
FRIMET 03,00140 01010E CR= win( ft14'0
MINE tossararrj f!‘.
MAL Malec Wiit B-Q Ras SWUM =re 
1
TAME •SALAD ISIUNI21.4Wo
• • 44.9 S"
V. Zitsrurt 5:50
#114
.4 "ErmuslitoctiattriBENAMAZ=40rD;40
Qictict renixion4 ocseer Trs, WrCH MEM pi
s &Melton*, erXEDItscs.taX. SOME 
/49
Min OF TIK EMT
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  j 50
.vattr.rcumawevzlia.iPsniat..
UNION ST., BANGOR-NEXT DOOR TO THE AIRPORT MALL
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Spectrum arts and feature section
'How can you say he will haunt you...
by Crilly Ritz
Bob Dylan. If you didn't really
think of anything else to say about
the dude. you could admit that he
keeps you guessing. His Saturday
night concert in Portland was
beyond grasp most of the time.
Sure, he did blow many away with
his extremely tight band and
complex arrangements. His show
is like a circus. His band in action
resembles a biochemical unit,
everything works in unison. Much
of the time, the band appeared to
be an organism in orgasmic
ecstasy.
A few fools kept hoping for the
"old Dylan," not realizing there is
no such thing. His songs stretched
over 16 years. encompassing the
circus-colored, cosmic carnival of
American experience. The pulse of
The Boston Globe called
Dylan the Rudy Vallee of
the 1980's [photo by
Victoria Bailevl.
• OP
Here s everything
you need for a top-performance
stereo music system And you can
be sure you re getting the best be-
cause its all JVC - the quality name
in sound reproduction
JVC
• JVC JR -S301 AM
FM Stereo Receiver
80 wattsich min
RMS. 8 ohms. 20-
20 000 Hz. with no
more than 0 03%
THO
• JVC JL A20 Semi
Automatic Turntable
with Base & Dust
Cover
• JVC SK 500 2-Way
Speaker Systems
ALL FOR ONLY
$579.95
Viner Music Co.
20-24 Broad St.
Bangor, Me.
947-7314
Moti-Thurs 9:30-5:30
i•ri. 9:30-8:00
Sat. 9:00-5:30
the streets and the rhythm of the
open road were in the music,
reminding me of Rimbaud and
Kerouac.
Dylan pleasantly surprised me
with some reworked versions of his
classics. For example. "Masters of
War." a 1964 protest song about
the men "who build the big
bombs." It came across well,
strongly in fact. Dylan's new
emphasis on his phrasing and vocal
intonations causes the music to
affect the listener more than his
older style. You have no choice but
to listen. That, my friends, is the
difference in Dylan. You don't just
hear him, you listen to him, also.
'Blowin' in the Wind" must be
Dylan's most famous song. He did
a honey-sweet version, complete
with background female vocalists,
mandolin and a hauntingly played
flute. At one point. Dylan did an
acoustic song, accompanying him-
self on a folk guitar. He quipped,
"I just wanted to show you that I
could still do it." He then
proceeded to delight many with an
infectious version of "It Ain't Me
Babe.''
Without a doubt, "All Along the
Watchtower" was the dramatic
high point of the concert. David
Mansfield's soaring violin solo
floored me, along with the rest of
the crowd. Mansfield took over the
song about three-quarters of the
way through and commanded the
respect of all present. He kept
flying higher and higher in frantic,
frenzied movements.
The band. meanwhile, played a
continual rhythmic beat. Fraying
his violin bow, Mansfield managed
to get the place on its feet. Hendrix
and Dave Mason have versions of
this song, but this live version
surpasses them.
"Like a Rolling Stone" was
another favorite. I've been waiting
to hear this song in concert for
eight years. The energy from this
street-wise song reminded me of
Fourth Street and Washington
Square. "Senor," from the latest
album, came closest to being
theatrical.
Captain Dylan and his troops
continue their invasion of
American concert halls. If his start
in Maine is any indication, he'll be
riding high for a while. One last
thing, don't forget tMat Dylan is 16
years. Sixteen years of continual
change... the times they are a
changin', so is Dylan, can we keep
up with him? It's up to you, senor.
...you can go back to him anytime you want to'
Hey, Mr. Tambourine Man,
Caught your act this weekend and
thought I would write to suggest,
comment and criticize.
When you walked into the room, I
knew something was happening, but I
didn't know what it was, other than
mixed up confusion.
You were dressed in leather and,
just as I had predicted, picked up a
black St rat to play an old blues song. I
thought I was in for one hell of a
concert.
But I left the show feeling bluer than
a night in jail. Even though the show
was pretty much what I expected, I
had to see it to believe it .
It was the fifth time I had seen you
and for the first time I was not in awe.
In fact, at one point during "Maggie's
Farm," I heard myself tell a friend,
"This isn't very good, it's not very
good at all."
I had trouble convincing myself that
I was once a fan of yours—that this
skinny vagabond on stage has prob-
ably influenced the way I think and
feel more than any popular artist I can
think of.
When you ended your first set, I sat
back and thought about what I had
seen. Your. band is good, they were
playing all my favorites, but the songs
were barely distinguishable from one
another. I can't believe those ar-
rangements were yours. If they
weren't, you've got someone doing it
for you and are lazy. If they are, then
you just don't care what the songs
sound like.
Your voice, that shakin', breakin'
sound, was still the same, but your
phrasing and flavor had lost all
conviction, making one song seem no
more important than another. I know
you don't believe that.
Only one song, "It Ain't Me Babe,"
showed you had not lost all pride in
your talent. And if I were the type of
fan who always looks for deep
messages in your work, I could write a
.chapter on why you chose that song as
your only solo.
But, as you know. I was never one ot
those people. I never cried for the old
Bob Dylan. Being a fellow Gemini, I
enjoyed it every time you changed
direction and changed masks. I
admired the romantic finesse with
which you revealed the new you so
often. I loved the man because of the
myths, I never loved the myths. You
were never my leader or my voice. and
I only took one piece of your advice:
"Don't follow leaders."
You showed your age on stage last
weekend and forced me to face mine. I
guess you never really believed
anyone could stay forever young. I
don't feel betrayed. It's strange, I feel
weak.
Outside the auditorium I told some
guy from ABC that you're not really
where it's at after you've taken
everything you could steal.
Of course, you aren't solely to blame
for the newest Dylan. After per-
forming for so long, you know the
audience well. Rock audiences aren't
the most discriminating. You have
seen for years, how they accept
anything you have to offer. You finally
decided to test them to the limit. The
final cosmic joke.
My mother seemed pleased you had
fallen from my graces. She said. "I
always told you he was gink." Aw,
mamma.., can this really be the
end...?
r
Running
t)\, Susan Kadezabek
I pant through the night
Glowing in white shorts
and top
I see a mo t is more than
a qua(ter
Yet not
in tant think of
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They do
along dit
And past
darkness
AUGMENTED FIFTH
24 Main St.
Full line of Maxell Tapes
Stanton Cartridges
Weekly LP Specials
lowers
-KENNY LOGGINS "NIGHT WATCH"
• HEART "DOG&BUTTERFLY"
-STYX "PIECE OF EIGHT"
•AL STEWART "TIME PASSAGES"
-LINDA RONSTADT "LIVING IN THE
U.S.A."
•THE WHO "WHO ARE YOU"
$4.99 each
-CHARLIE DANIELS BAND
"VOLUNTEER JAM II"
$6.99(double album)
OPEN: Mon-Wed 10-6
Thur-Fri 10-8
Sat 10-6
Sun 12-5
Telephone: 866-2013
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Sun. Oct. 1
8:00 P.M
Theatrically recreated with reverence and love
BANGOR MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM
Reserved Seats $7 50. $6 50 at BANGOR AUDITORIUM
BOX OFFICE. VINERS MUSIC. Bangor and Ellsworth.
AUGMENTED FIFTH. Orono and Camden Or mail money
order payable to Broadway Productions to Bangor Audito-
rium. 100 Sutton St . Bangor. ME 04401 Enclose stamped
addressed envelope INFO 942-9000
The Bounty Tavern Wants You!
Sunday:
Monday:
Tuesday:
College I.D. Nits
College 1.D. gets you
Disco Dance Contest
$50.00 First Prize
Bikini Contest
$50.00 First Prize
in free
to best couple
Chance for trip
to Florida
The Best in Music and Fun!
Holiday Inn 500 Main St. Bangor
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Bowdoin tips Black Bears in OT
The UMO soccer squad will be gunning
for their second win of the young season
Saturday against the University of Maine
at Presque Isle coming back after a 2-1
overtime decision to Bowdoin College
Wednesday.
Bowdoin's Kirby Nadeau beat Maine
netminder Mike Davee with a cross-goal
shot at 4:47 of the first overtime to give the
Polar Bears the win.
UMO first-year coach Doug Biggs had
little to say after the game except that his
team would have to work on quickening
their execution on offense. Biggs praised
the efforts of Mike Davee who he called an
•'excellent goalie" and Bill Swan who did a
fine job as a defensive substitute.
Shots on goal were 22 for Bowdoin and
20 for UMO.
U Mass coach returns
to face alma mater
by Kevin Burnham
Tomorrow. Bob Pickett will be returning
to his old school UMO. to try to deteat
his old team, instead of guiding it to a win.
Pickett played football at Maine under
coach Harold Westerman as a wing-T
quarterback and defensive back, in the
late 1950's. He was also at one time a coach
at Maine.
Tomorrow, though, he'll be on the other
side of the field as head coach of the
University of Massachusetts Minutemen.
where they'll do battle with the Bears.
Although he lost his debut as UMass's
head coach last week to Villanova. 25-21,
he remains optimistic about the season.
"Our schedule is a tough one,' Pickett
said. "But I think we have a solid,
experienced team. We have a good
offensive line. Our defense has many
quality players. even with the loss of Pete
McCarty last year. Our only problem is
depth at our positions and keeping people
healthy."
Pickett said he has three quality players
at the defensive end position in Steve
Telander, 6'2", 222, senior; John McDon-
ald, 6'3", 200, senior. and John D'Amato,
6'2". 221. senior. Each has been an All
Yankee Conference first or second team
pick.
Bowdoin slipped past the UMO
soccer team. 2-1. in Wednesday's
contest, which dropped the Bears'
record to 1-2 [photo by Arthur
Kettle].
Pickett also had praise for his offensive
line, although he said both tackles had had
no varsity experience before last Satur-
day's game.
Center Mike McLaughlin and offensive
guards Alec Westerland and Bruce Kim-
ball head a strong offensive line.
Mike McEvilly will start at quarterback,
while veterans Cliff Pedrow and Hank
Sareault will be the setbacks in the
I-formation.
"Our super freshman halfback, Asa
Hilliard, separated his shoulder last week
against Villanova and will not see action
against Maine,"Pickett said.
Dennis Dent, a second team All Yankee
Conference selection last year, will be
McEvilly's passing target.
The 5'6" speedster can do it all as he
rushed for an astounding 178 yards on only
seven carries last week against Villanova.
"The defense has many returning
veterans with the three good defensive
ends and All Yankee Conference line-
backer Joe McLaughlin. "Pickett said.
"We really have no problems there."
UMass plays a 5-2 defense.
Pickett's staff includes two former Black
Bear players. Mike Hodges, class of '67,
defensive backfield coach, and Jim Reid.
class of '72, defensive line and linebacker
coach.
"We've watched game films of them and
they looked pretty good. "he said.
"They've had bad luck with injuries, bad
calls and no breaks. Maine has always had
a tough hitting team and this year. we
expect. will be no exception."
Maine hasn't beaten UMass since 1965
and has scored just 13 points against them
in their past 10 meetings.
The casualties
Chris Keating—probable for Saturday, pinch-
ed nerve in the neck
Pat Maden—very doubtful, blood disorder
Frank Knight—indefinife, ankle injury
Paul Sundquist—indefinite, shoulder injury
Leroy Hawkes—out four weeks, knee injury
James Cassidy—out until next week, neck
injury
Trafton set to go against Minutemen
The rame of musical quarterbacks is just about over
for Coach Jack Bicknell, as he will have the luxury of
startinr his number one sipnal caller, Tony Trafton. in
Saturday's rame apainst powerful UMass.
Trafton, who saw very limited action arainst BU last
week due to an injured ripht knee, has responded to
treatments, but the Banpor native may not be quick
enourh on his feet to run the option play, which Bicknell
said has been "virtually non-existent" in the Maine
attack this year.
Greg Betts
We have to ret our quarterback healthy for our
option rame to work.'•said Bicknell. "At one point last
week, we had to use four different quarterbacks on four
successive plays. You just can't ret any continuity on
offense doinr that."
Trafton is noted for beinr the best passer on the Black
Bear squad but can effectively run the option when he's
healthy.
"Timmy Fedroff was the man we were poinp to lean on
for this, but now that he's out for the year, we've pot to
hope either Tony or John Tursky can do the job."
Tursky entered the year as Maine's number two
quarterback and is very adept at runninp the option but
hasn't had a chance to prove himself due to a shoulder
injury.
"Tursky is still bothered a bit, after rettinr his
shoulder banped up arain last week, but he should see
some playing time cominr off the bench. He's very
important to our offense, because he's quick, and we
have to ret our runners outside. The only way we can do
this is with the option. We're just not fast enouph to run
a sweep outside."Bicknell said.
The quarterbacks aren't the only ones hurtinr enterinr
tomorrow's rame. as the Bears continue to pile up more
than their fair share of injuries.
"I really have never worried about them (injuries)
before this year,"said Bicknell. "but now I'm rettinr
nervous, because this is ridiculous. We simply can't lose
ruys like Jeff Winters (shoulder). Bob Linkletter (knee),
Mike Edwards (knee) and now Fedroff (dislocated and
fractured hip) for the season, because they're
irreplaceable.'
Bicknell said there will be some new faces in the lineup
on Saturday, as he is now forced to ramble with his
younr, unproven players in as effort to ret some
momentum roinr his way.
"We're roinr to rive freshman Phil Ferrari a chance
to play in front of veteran Steve Saner at defensive
end,' said Bicknell. "If a kid doesn't play well in our
opinion, then we're not roinr to sit still and say that's
okay."
Bicknell went on to praise runninr back John Marquis
and receiver Pat Madden for their efforts in last week's
loss to BU. But he admits that the team is havinp too
many breakdowns in too many positions. "I'm
discourared with the technical thinps we're not doinr
rirht yet, but our effort and attitude hasn't rotten me
down yet."
A win tomorrow for Bicknell would be especially
rratifyinr, not only because of the Minutemen's claim to
the Yankee Conference championship but because of
their attitude toward Maine and its football prorram.
"I'd just rive anythinr to beat them,' said Bicknell.
"They pat you on the head and say that your kids are
tourh and never quit, but then they ro out and beat the
crap out of you and lauph about it all the way home. I'd
rather have someone scream at me and punch me in the
face than to have them pat you on the head and say 'rood
game little boy.' "
Maybe the Minutemen football squad should take a
word ot advice trom Massachusetts basketball coach Jack
Leamon whose boys got the surprise of their lives last
winter when the Black Bears gave them a lesson in how
to play hoop. Wishful thinking, you might say, but
sending the Minutemen home shaking their heads would
be an excellent cure for such a severe case of inflated
egos.
Tony Trafton... his mobility is still a question mark
[photo by Bill Mason].
•
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UMO weight lifter aiming for world record
UMO•s Frank Hackett is hoping to set a
new world record in the squat lift on
Sunday, when he competes in the East
Coast power weight lifting in Nashua. N.H.
"If I feel good that day, I think I have a
good chance of breaking the world
record." Hackett said.
The 220-pound contender looks to do
well in the events--the bench press, the
squat lift and the dead lift.
Hackett's best event is the squat lift, in
which he set a national collegiate record
last year. The 650-pound lift, along with a
400-pound dead lift, helped Hackett
capture third place in the national
collegiate power weight lifting champion-
ship at Rustin, La. in March.
He also powered his way to a third best
squat lift in the world during the state
championships last April.
Hackett will open his attempts on
Sunday with a 680-pound squat, move to a
720-poundm then go for 760 pounds on his
third chance. "If I still feel good after that,
then I'll probably go for the world record."
he said.
The current Maine power lifting champ-
ion. Hackett lives and trains in Gilly's
Gym, Waterville, in preparation for his
confrontation with Glen Stevens, the
cc,rrent East Coast champion, and Tom
Farchione, the North American title
holder. Both are members of the United
States Pan American team, a position that
Hackett wants to garner this year.
"If I can beat that guy (Farchione). I'll
have a good chance," he said.
During the coming championships,
Hackett will have three chances to lift and
has the right to attempt the world record on
a fourth lift. The current world record in
the squat lift is 784 pounds, set two weeks
ago in the U.S. championship in California.
Field hockey seeks first win today
by Donna Pinkham
The women's field hockey team will try
again today for its first win of the season in.
a game against the University of Vermont.'
The Bears opened their season last'
Monday afternoon against the University
of Southern Maine. in a contest that ended
in a 2.2 tie. Although the game's verdict
was a no-decision, head coach Deb Davis
seemed quite pleased with the outcome.
"I'm very happy with the way the team
played today. for being just thrown
together." said Davis. noting that her girls
had had only one official practice before
the opener. and that was held inside due to
rain.
UMO's Janet Hoskin started things off
Monday for the home Bears, getting the
first goal of the game with five minutes
remaining in the first half. USM immediat-
ely followed with one of its own, coming off
a smash from the right side by Anna St.
Peter to tie it up.
Southern Maine's Terry Cameron got a
clear shot at the goal from 10 feet midway
through the second half and scored giving
USM its first lead in the game. 2-1.
As the Bears put more pressure on theft
opponents late in the second half. Kim
Coombs scored an unassisted goal for the
tying goal with just over three minutes
remaining in the game.
Orono out shot Portland almost three-to-
one and freshman goalie Dot Johnson had
10 saves for UMO while USM's goalie
booted out 13.
Maine's team is a young one. said Davis.
Davis said she will only lose one to
graduation this year and added that four
freshmen are on the varsity squad.
Golfers place low
in conference meet
Rebounding from a poor showing earlier
in the week at the Yankee Conference
match. the UMO golf team Wednesday
knocked off the University of New
Hampshire 53-2 to 49-4.
In the Yankee Conference match held
Monday at Stowe. Mass., the squad placed
sixth in the seven team field. The results in
order of finish were: University of Rhode
Island, Connecticut, Vermont. New
Hampshire. UMass. UMO and Boston
University.
c }It Standard Shoes 
r—SIJEDED HIKING BOOTS
SPECIAL SALE
"THE WALKING
SHOE STORES"
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
REG. '50
SAVE '1002
NOW $39"
The most wanted lug soled Hiking Boot with speed laces
and padded collar plus excellent high grade, sueded
leather. A deal that can't be beat. Try on a pair, soon.
Standard Shoes
DOWNTOWN BANGOR • AIRPORT MALL
PRESOUP ISLE •WATERVILLE
Last year, Hackett's training room was
in the basement Kappa Sigma. Since the
fraternity house burned this summer, he
has spent his time training in his home
town. Two days a week are set aside for
commuting to school, four days for training
under the direction of his trainer Ernie
Gilbert.
Gilbert thinks Hackett will be able to
squat lift 800 pounds by January, but
Hackett is currently concentrating on more
immediate goalsr-pursuing a Pan Ameri-
can game spot and a world record shot.
Frank Hackett
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Campuses have
'same problems'
by David Karvelas
Student government leaders from seven
UMaine campuses met this weekend to
discuss University-wide concerns and
future efforts in dealing with issues
ranging from overcrowding to student
lobbying.
"We all find ourselves complaining
about the same things—it's kind of sad
that problems bring us together," said Rita
Laitres, chairperson of the University of
Maine Organization of Student Govern-
ments.
Formed in 1970. UMOSG consists of 17
student delegates gathered to represent
the views and interests of the 26,000
students throughout the University sys-
tem.
"Overcrowding is the biggest problem.
every campus is overcrowded," Laitres
said during an interview Monday. The
meeting at Bangor Community College
took place Friday night and Saturday.
The 21-year-old UMO senior noted that
the housing shortage has prompted an
extreme solution of the part of one campus.
"At Presque Isle they're making adver-
tisements on television asking people who
have empty rooms to take in college
students. We (UMO) definitely are not the
worst. we are not asking people in the
community to lead us their homes." she
said.
In addition, "70 percent of the
University of Southern Maine population
lives off campus and if students think
apartment hunting is outrageous here, I
think they should spend a couple of weeks
trying to find an apartment there."
Laitres said the problem stemmed from a
money shortage caused by a low level of
state funding.
"While most states are increasing their
support of higher education, the state of
hMaavienetoishadnedcrleasininfigatiotsn.
ho sat ts ms omehow,n s %. e
plus. if you need to expand—forget it,"
she said.
For this reason, she said, "The more
money we get, ,the better off we will be."
To fatten the University's budget,
Laitres intends to bring together the
17-member group and harness student
efforts throughout the UMaine system by
presenting a unified student voice. She
said it would involve "student leaders from
each campus getting together and discus-
sing our similar concerns and trying as a
group to get out how we feel."
UMOSG members include the president
of the student body of each campus and a
representative elected by the student
government. Those members, in turn,
elect a chairperson for a one-year term.
UMO's student president. Winn Brown,
said he missed Saturday's session to attend
Parents' Weekend on campus.
Laitres hopes to fashion UMOSG into a
political arm of the students that can be
used to attract additional funds to the
University through lobbying efforts. She
said this has never been done before by
UMOSG on a statewide level.
"We need a commitment from each
campus to prove they're willing to lobby as
a unit," she said. -Each campus must be
willing to pull its own weight, not as a
UMaine campus—wherever you are—but
as a UMaine system.
'continued to page ill
ATO sheriff Mark Boynton takes
another prisoner to jail during Satur-
day's Organizational Fair. More photos
on pages 8-9 [photo by Bob Granged
Students play armchair generals
by John Donnelly
"The shot rang out, and my heart
stopped. Everyone's heart
stopped," recalled Tom Peaco.
"It was an intense war game." he
added.
Peaco. a sophomore engineering
physics major from Searsport, and
about 20 other UMO students
comprise a club, called the Social
Conflict Simulations Assocations,
that's involved in a game of skill,
wits, background knowledge and a
touch of luck—a contest coined
war-gaming.
Campus Corner
Peaco and a fellow war-gamer,
Wavivi Welton, a sophomore survey-
ing engineer from Hodgdon, talked
about the game.
"I just like to play war games."
Welton explained. "I like to relive
history. You might say I'm an
armchair general."
Peaco echoed Welton's thoughts.
"The visual appeal got to me. On
one extreme, you can be in charge of
20,000 men's lives. You decide who
lives and who dies. Yet, on the other
extreme, you can direct one guy," he
said.
Basically, there are three different
kinds of war games: board games.
miniatures and personality games.
Board games come complete with
materials and instructions, Welton
said. He noted that a recently
purchased board game came with 48
pages of instructions.
Miniatures, though. involve
scaled-down models of everything
from the soldiers to the battlefield
scenery. "I love pushing the little
men around," Peaco said. "You can
actually feel what's going on.
Miniatures are my favorite kind of
war game."
In personality games. the contes-
tants create their own characters.
Contestants play within the rules a
judge sets down. A judge is also
used in miniatures. Peaco said.
During the interview, the two
war-garners played a "simple"
game of miniatures, using two ships.
The factors of the game included
the tonage of the ships. how many
guns. the size of the crews, the wind
factor, speed of the wind, gun range
and the history of the battle.
With the aid of rulers and 10 die,
Welton and Peaco recreated a battle
between French and British ships.
Welton won in about a half hour with
the British.
War games, however, can go for
much longer than a half hour.
Peaco described a game, which
utilized a whole tennis court, that
went on for 12 hours and could have
continued for 36 more. "The Union
came in on one side and the
Confederates on the other. It took
the two sides 10 hours to meet," he
said.
"That game was too involved," he
added.' Peaco said 20 to 30 people
were involved in the game. He also
figured that over 2,000 painted
miniaturists were used, representing
30,000 to 40,000 men, for each side.
"That was a comparatively small
battle. Sometimes your mind gets
Icootinued to page 61
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Former Maine stars shooting for the majors
by Stacy Viles
Imagine this. It's a cool. crisp September
afternoon and the Red Sox and the Yankees
are embroiled in yet another division race.
At the bottom of the ninth, the score is
tied. Thunders of noise explode from the
35.000 plus jammed into Fenway Park.
Doesn't exactly try one's imagination,
right? But. wait.
Garry Smith, in centerfield, is about to
play a shot off the bat of the Sox shortstop
Russ Quetti. Two former UMO baseball
stars battling against one another.
Far-fetched? Not necessarily.
J. STRIKE nifr
ME INNI
Garry Smith
The UMO sailing team, enjoying varsity
sport status after a two-year layoff, will
compete Saturday against such power-
houses as the Coast Guard Academy and
Williams and Tufts in the thirty-second
annual Lane Trophy regatta at Tufts
University.
Coaches Bill Stone and Dennis McCon-
nel will be working with 25 sailors from all
over the northeast. Co-captains are seniors
Matt Hoagland and Sharon Kava. The tean
has gained experience the past three years
as a club and varsity status will enable the
team to enter more competitive races.
members say.
UMO sailors practice team and individ-
ual styles at their home base of Pushav.
Pond.
Bears to face Bates
in volleyball opener
The UMO volleyball team is now
preparing for its opener Saturday with
Bates.
The Black Bears are a tall squad, full of
experienced hitters and setters. said Coach
Janet Anderson. They are developing into
an aggresive offensive and defensive unit,
she said.
Four seniors are part of this year's
squad: Kim Boyer, Barb Cummings,
Carole Wisk and Wendy Farrinton, a 6'2"
UMF transfer. Of the four juniors on the
squad. one. Sabine Gaedt-Lindsay is a
native of Germany. with experience on
high school teams and sports club
competition.
Anderson will be banking heavily on a
solid sophomore/junior unit which consists
of Chris Daugherty. Kathy Etter, Karen
Peterson, Martha Gilbertson. Linda Smith
and Mary Jane Ryan.
The squad's two freshmen are each
distinctive. Linda Scrilitia, Fayetteville.
N.Y., has a volleyball MVP award to her
credit. and Julie Stevens, Falmouth. is the
team's only representative from the Pine
Tree State.
With a schedule listing only three home
matches (one is the state tourney), the
coach and squad hopes for fine turnouts to
witness this exciting and fast-paced sport.
Smith starred at Deering High in
Portland and was selected All-state in both
baseball and basketball. Smith. who played
his freshman (1974) year at UMO, and
Quetti. who just wound up a successful
four-year career here, are playing in the
farm systems of the New York and Boston
clubs respectively.
Smith is with AAA in Tacoma, Wash.,
and Quetti is with the Winston-Salem A
team.
"After my freshman year. I decided to
then go pro," said Smith.
In that year, he batted .367 with two
triples, four home runs and 28 RBI's. He
established a school record with a 15 game
hitting streak, and he was undefeated as a
pitcher, with a 1.74 earned run average.
Many who saw Smith that year claim
that he was the best player to wear a Maine
uniform.
In 1975, after leaving UMO. Smith
played at Valenca. a junior college in
Orlando, Fla.. where he would be more
accessible to scouts.
"I didn't get drafted after a year there."
he said, "so I waited for the June draft."
He was not signed. so he called his former
coach at Maine, Jack Butterfield, who left
in '74 to coach at the University of
Southern Florida.
"I called Jack," he continued, "and a
few days later he called back and
everything was set." In 1976 at USF, Smith
and Butterfield were reunited.
Smith impressed Yankee scouts with his
bat and was signed and sent to their A club
in Oneonta, N.Y.
Smith's progress has been steaay and
continual, from Oneonta to Fort Lauder-
dale, then on to the AA club in West
Haven. Fla.
After spending the entire season at West
Haven last year, he progressed to the
AAA club in Tacoma. Wash.
Earlier this month, Smith was to have
been brought up to the parent club, but a
broken wrist slammed the door shut.
On the last Sunday in August, Smith was
sliding head first into home plate in a game
against Vancouver when his left wrist 'his
throwing hand) snapped.
"We didn't have anyone to put in, so I
finished the game," he said. "The day
after I did it, Jack called me up to tell me
that I was going to be moved up."
So Smith, in a cast to his elbow, sits in
front of a television, watching the Sox and
Yankees battle it out.
"I'm not worried about it," he said. A
little bit of a setback, nothing major."
Smith ended the season with a .319
batting average, 13 homers, 68 RBI's and
21 stolen bases.
For Quetti, the climb to Fenway is just
beginning.
He struggled in North Carolina this
summer, plagued with back spasms. He
ended with a .220 batting average and two
home runs. Quetti was the most consistent
batter for Maine last spring. setting four
school records. (Most career hits. runs,
RBI's. and total bases.). He ended up the
season batting .337 with five home runs.
Russ Quetti
Quetti explained that this year he was
just trying "to get his feet wet." He had to
adjust not only to a higher caliber of ball
but also to eight or nine hour bus rides.
This summer. Quetti turned a few
double plays with Jim Fabiano who played
here in 1977. Fabiano played only 20
games this season because of a pulled
hamstring.
"You !elm to play hurt." said Quetti.
Last sunday Quetti left for an instrui -
tional league in Sarasota. Fla.
When these players heal. Maine may
have a few of its natives to curse at during
Yankee-Red Sox clashes.
Developing leadership in you. Building
your self-confidence. Challenging your
abilities. Giving you an edge on your
classmates. Teaching you something you
may never thought you could learn on a
college campus.
Learn more about you Learn more
about Army ROTC.
Call 581-7112
Us Today! We Are In The Memorial
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Student Fair
pulls thousands
Thousands crowded onto the mall
Saturday to watch and/or participate in
UMO's eighth annual Student Organiza-
tional Fair.
Over 80 campus organizations partici-
pated in the fair, which began about 9 a.m.
and ended at the start of the football game
at 1 p.m. Events included karate and
fencing demonstrations, a skateboard
show, body painting, panning for gold.
woodcutting, an egg throwing contest ana
ham radio broadcasting.
"It was terrific—the best fair yet!" a
student said.
The sport parachuting exhibition was
new this year.
"It was just amazing." another student
said. "Everyone stood around gaping as
the parachuter missed the tree by about a
foot. Then he landed right on target and
everyone just 'oohed' and 'ahhed.' "
Other events of the day included the
agricultural engineers' cider press opera-
tion and Alpha Gamma Rho's cow milking
contest. Professor Barbara Csavinszky,
human development, won one round of the
milking contest and Professor Wilfred
Erhardt, extension services, won the other.
Each received a plaque.
Alpha Tau Omega sponsored a jail. For
50 cents, one could have someone arrested
icontinued to page 111
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